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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Historical Antecedents
In the past, the area of penology and its subareas
of apprehension, adjudication, and incarceration received
little attention.

Hollywood produced stereotypes of

prisons which were depicted as drab, severely regimented,
physically violent, psychologically damaging institutions.
Little or no distinctions were made among the, various types
of institutions (youth, young adult, adult, male, or
female); levels of security (maximum, medium, or minimum);
or the different governmental agencies operating penal
institutions (city, county, State, and Federal).
Generally, the citizenry felt no news from
correctional institutions was good news and accepted the
Hollywood-produced image as accurate.

This reaction was

largely aided by the concerted effort of most corrections
people to maintain a "low public profile or image."
Unfortunately, in recent times several major
correctional institutions have been centers of violence-
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violence against persons and property which has resulted
in several deaths, many injuries to persons, and millions
of dollars in damage to property.

The violence has drawn

public attention.
In addition, inmates have become actively involved
in legal actions against correctional institutions, thereby
involving the courts, lawyers, and legal aid societies
with correctional institutions.
As a result, crime, apprehension, adjudication, and
incarceration, as research subjects, have become the sub
jects of both professional groups and the general public.
Of increasing concern is the lack of reported evidence,
correlational or experimental, evaluating the effects of
incarceration on offenders.

What happens to offenders

daring incarceration to modify or rehabilitate them, thereby
- reducing future criminal behaviors?

Considering the numbers

of people and the costs involved, this lack of empirical
data has astonished many and has stimulated extensive
criticism from many sectors of the community and within
the field of corrections.
In 1968, Menninger wrote that American prisons
were engaged in the continuation of an ineffective and
barbarous system which fiercely and inhumanly dealt with
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criminals and produced more total social damage than the
damage created by the criminals.
Former United States Attorney General Ramsey Clark
(1970) was no less critical of correctional institutions
and their effects on offenders when he stated:
It would be difficult to devise a better method
of draining the last drop of compassion from a
human being than confinement in most prisons as
they exist today.
Clark (1970) concluded that correctional institutions
(prisons) corrupted youth, were grossly inhumane, and a
total failure in preventing the reoccurrence of criminal
behavior.
Criticism of correctional institutions and correc
tional programming has not been limited to psychologists,
lawyers, and the public.

Mathis and Rayman (1972) con

ducted a survey among inmates who were then serving
sentences.

The results of their survey indicated the

inmates perceived correctional institutions as failures
in preventing the reoccurrence of criminal behaviors.
Booth (Chamber of Commerce, 1972) described
correctional institutions as conglomerations of organiza
tional structures characterized by ill-defined goals,
contradictory philosophies, and a lack of methods with
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Which to test their programming effectiveness.

Booth did

not limit his description to adult correctional institu
tions, but extended his criticisms to all prisons regardless
of the age group involved.
Cohn (1972) condemned correctional institutions
for producing criminals unable to be reintegrated into
society as functioning, law-abiding citizens.

He stated

that the goals of custody and control of criminals were
the main concern of prisons, regardless of correctional
claims to the contrary.

Such goal orientation would

seem to preclude treatment programming designed to meet
individual needs and prevent a return to criminal behavior.
Many critics of correctional programming effective
ness (Clark, 1970? Menninger, 1968; Ryan, 1972; Morris,
1972) have used the recidivism rate as conclusive or
prima facie evidence of extensive correctional institu
tions' programming failures.

The recidivism rate is

generally defined as the number of released inmates
returning to a correctional institution either as parole
violators or under conviction for new crimes.

Just what

levels of recidivism would be acceptable for successful
rehabilitation programs has not been agreed upon.

Indeed,
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as Lerman (1968) pointed out, the use of recidivism rates
as a criterion of correctional programming effectiveness
is, at best, misleading, and, at worst, totally inaccurate.
Glaser (1964) called the high recidivism rates a legend.
At any rate, f:he present reported levels of thirty per
cent to eighty per cent appear excessive (Ryan, 1972).
While there appears to be little agreement on recidivism
rates, there is apparently widespread agreement (Scarpetti
and Stephenson, 1968; Robinson and Smith, 1971; Lerman,
1968) on correctional institutions' total failure to
prevent crime or effectively treat criminal behaviors,
and thereby prevent a return to criminal behaviors.
Glaser (1964) reported the lack of experimental
projects conducted within correctional institutions to
be due to the costs and risks involved, and the desire
of correctional administrators to analyze and evaluate
existing practices.

Although Glaser (1964) reported

seeing signs of an increasing use of experimentally
designed projects within correctional institutions, few
authors in the field or evaluating the field would agree
that his optimism was warranted.

There does, however,

appear to be a general consensus, "which is an apparent
rarity in the field of corrections," that the amount of
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empirically derived data for judging correctional
institutions' programming effectiveness is small indeed.
There do appear to be several correlational studies
available, but correlations do not attempt to verify one
method's effectiveness over another; rather they attempt
to determine existing relationships.
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice (1967) reported they could
locate little precise evidence describing any correctional
institution program's success or failure and noted a
lack of systematic approaches to the development of
correctional programs and techniques.

The report con

cluded that correctional treatment programs are guided
by intuitive opportunism rather than objective criteria.
This is essentially the same conclusion the President's
Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation (1970) adopted.
However, the task force went further when it reported
there was scarce evidence found to warrant adherence
to any one methodology of treatment over any other.
Cohn (1972) concluded that while it was long past
the appropriate time to design correctional treatment
programs based on applied research methodologies, there
still existed a lack of specific knowledge, an absence
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of identified programming techniques, and no empirically
derived data base upon which to design these past-due
correctional treatment programs,

"Therein lies the rub"—

empirical research within correctional institutions is rare.
Correctional treatment programming for juvenile
offenders has been characterized as being without focus
and lacking any clear conception of treatment goal or
program objectives (More, 1973).

The basic lack of wide

spread agreement on such fundamental assumptions as
program goals, objectives, methodology, and definitions
is further confused by not having an objectively derived
data base from which different correctional programs
could be derived or to which programming effectiveness
could be compared.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Noncontingent Literature
For purposes of this study, the psychotherapy
program was labeled the Noncontingent Program Condition.
The label, "noncontingent" most clearly conveys the basic
programming approach used in obtaining defined behaviors,
in the dispensing of rewards and, the application of dis
cipline techniques.

Berne's (1957, 1961, 1966a & b)

Transactional Analysis treatment philosophy provided the
basic treatment assumptions and treatment techniques for
the noncontingent program condition.

While admittedly

not a clinically controlled approach, the noncontingent
program condition focused on life positions, used script
analysis techniques to determine basic life roles (Harris,
1967; Karpman, 1968), counselling methods and programming
dealt exclusively with small groups (8-10 subjects) as
the basic unit to be treated, assumed inmates to be
possessed of contaminated ego states which were accepted
as the "real" sources or causes of deviant behaviors,
operationally accepted Steiner's (1968) dictum that deviant
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behaviors can be modified by exchanges of verbal utterance
and assumed nonverbal artifacts as nonlegitimate or
unnecessary parts of therapy although they may be used
subjectively.
A review of the experimental literature relevant
to the present study's Noncontingent Program Condition
and dealing with psychotherapeutic studies conducted
within correctional institutions is disappointing for two
reasons:

First, the directly applicable literature i.e.,

conducted with incarcerated youthful offenders, is not
prolific; second, the literature dealing with psycho
therapeutic programming is characterized by an almost
total absence of specific data concerning program successes
or failures.

Glaser (1964) almost exclusively uses a

case study approach and correlational research methods.
Relevant psychotherapy literature was defined,
for purposes of this study, as reporting treatment therapy
procedures which assumed deviant behaviors to be the
result of fixated psychic development; that three different
ego states were objective truths or realities? that life
scripts, assumed early in life, were the controllers of
all behaviors; that deviant (criminal) behaviors could
be modified by exchanges of verbal utterances? nonverbal
techniques or artifacts could be discounted? the group
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to be the only effective treatment unit (Steiner, 1968;
Harris, 1967); the inmate's internal state as the source
needing treatment and change; and game-playing as the
overt manifestation of contaminated ego states (for a
more detailed list of and definitions of games, see
Berne, 1964 a).
McCorkle et. al., (1958) reported significantly
lower recidivism, runaways, and vandalism incidents when
his program was compared with a neighboring state reforma
tory.

However, he was comparing his program, which was

a consistently applied and organized program, against a
state institution which had several ill-defined treatment
approaches, each of which apparently lacked methodological
definitions or rigor and had no reported consistency of
application.

He reported group meetings as the only

structured requirement of the subjects.

All other rules

were reported as being minimal or highly flexible in
application.

During the program a concerted effort was

made to insure that staff responses to rule violations
were as situational and subjective as was reasonable,
considering the circumstances involved.
Extensive "inmate racketeering" with treatment and
the therapist was reported by Ernst and Collins (1963).
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They also reported little consistency between the inmates'
behavior within the treatment group and outside the group
in the institution.

They reported the inmates' institu

tional behaviors as being detrimental to securing early
paroles.

This study reported no treatment successes.

Ernst (1962) and Ernst and Keating (1964) reported
widespread game-playing by inmates during treatment.
games reported were:

The

Cops and Robbers, Til~tap, Racketeering,

and Embezzling the Therapy.

Games were defined as trans

actions between people which have an ulterior motive.
During, the course of the study's therapy program the
authors reported inmates became more verbal and gained
increasing social control within the treatment group.
They also reported inmate cures—i.e., when the inmate
gives up playing Cops and Robbers or uses the "go-directlyto-jail" script as a means of avoiding stress—but no
specific data were reported as to the number giving up
these games nor was a specific procedural definition
given as to how "giving up games" was accomplished or
how the inmate was treated, if games were not given up.
McCormick (1965) reported successful inmates
(early release) played a "How Do I Get Out of Here" game
and if therapists did not realize this was the game, no
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cures can be expected.

While McCormick pointed out the

treatment procedural cautions, he did not report any
specific data defining a successful cure.
Limited treatment success was reported by Mann,
et. al., (1966) when group therapy programs concentrated
on exposing feelings, ego states, and the resolution of
emotional stereotypes.

Just what data or definition were

used to determine success was not reported.
Twomey (1968) reported inmates as having constricted
personalities which lead to game playing and difficulty
with time structure.

He had the inmates report on their

feelings to the group which Twomey assumed would lead to
the inmate's feeling better, hence make him better able
to control his behavior.

Twomey cited no empirical data

nor reported any specific cases to verify his conclusion.
McCormick (1969) reported a single case history
study in which he felt the subject would eventually
respond to verbal therapy within the group context.
While no specific data were reported, he stated that the
group method of treatment, which concentrated on struc
tural analysis, reducing anxiety, and feelings of inadequacy
and hate, produced inmates capable of functioning appro
priately when released into society.
to substantiate these claims.

No data were reported
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Nicholson (1970) reported better parole success
when verbal therapy was used in a group therapy setting.
The author reported the inmates as playing sophisticated
verbal games to avoid the successful freeing of their
adult ego state during therapy.

Nicholson reported that

subjects without a freely functioning adult ego state
could not achieve the proper life position "I'm OK—
You're OK."

No specific data were presented to define

the better parole successes or list the number of successes
resulting from this treatment technique compared to other
group successes using other methods.
Frazier (1971) asserted the need of inmates to
have a sensitive understanding of others and an aware
ness of their own capacity for autonomy which would then
make them socially reliable persons, but no specific data
were furnished to substantiate Frazier*s claim that
increased sensitivity led to less rule-breaking or lower
recidivism rate.

Thus, while reports were made of case

histories, exhaustively described therapist insights
were reported, structured verbal procedures were reported
and specific recommendations were offered, little specific
data concerning the criterion used for determining
treatment success were provided in the literature reviewed.
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The psychotherapeutic treatment approach, while having
systematized its concepts and principles, has little
reporting of or insistence upon objectively verified
data (Bijou, 1970).

The Contingent Literature
A review of the experimental literature relevant
to the present study's Contingent Program Condition and
dealing with studies based on learning theory assumptions
conducted within correctional institutions did not pro
duce extensive sources.

Most of the contingent studies

reviewed did report attempts to empirically examine their
treatment techniques for objectively determining success
or failure.

Relevant literature, for purposes of this

study, was defined as operationalizing treatment techniques
which assumed overt behavior to be the central focus of
treatment; accepting the environment as a major casual
factor in sustaining deviant as well as appropriate
behavior repertoires (Tharp and Wetzel, 1969); establishing
consistent schedules of contingencies to shape behaviors
(Bandura, 1969; Bandura and Walters, 1959); assuming
internal mental states and fixations to be irrelevant to
treatment (Skinner, 1966a); attempting to structure the
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environment to control the interactive processes between
the subject and the environment (Buchard, 1967), therebychanging subject's overt behaviors (Buehler, et. al., 1966;
Eysenck, 1964); and assuming behavior to be lawful and
subject to change by systematic consequating (Skinner, 1953;
Bijou, 1970).
Schwitzgebel and Kolb (1964) reported that using
a system of structured reinforcers increased subject
attendance at counselling meetings.

The authors also

reported the results of a 3-year followup study which
indicated the reinforced subjects had a significantly
lower number of arrests than subjects who had not been
exposed to "schedules of reinforcement" during counselling
sessions.

Subjects were reinforced for attendance,

promptness, and verbal participation.

While subjects

involved were not institutionalized juveniles at the time
of the study, the subjects were youthful offenders who
had been judged by the juvenile court to be high risks
for future incarceration if some form of intervention did
not occur and therefore the results were considered
relevant to the present study.
A single subject case study reported by Burchard
and Tyler (1965) indicated that using systematic token
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reinforcement for appropriate behaviors produced a greater
and faster decline in the subject's rule-breaking behaviors
than had previous traditional psychotherapy techniques
which relied on verbal methods.

Since this was a single

subject study, no statistical comparisons could be made.
However, the authors reported that the use of segregation
to control this inmate decreased when compared to the
subject's earlier incarceration record.
Cohen et. al., (1966) reported designing a
correctional unit which attempted to structure the total
environment to improve incarcerated young inmates' academic
and social behaviors.

This study reported the academic

target behaviors (reading, mathematics, and language test
scores) improved significantly and undesirable social
behaviors (spitting, cursing, shouting, vandalism, and
insolence) decreased significantly.

Tokens, verbal praise,

and advanced academic courses were used contingently to
obtain the desired behavior changes.

The authors concluded

that a complex structured environment organized across
all the institution seems to be indicated if inmate
behaviors are to be effectively or radically changed.
The Buehler et. al., (1966) study reported delin
quent peer group expectations within the institution had
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the most effect on determining inmate behavior.

The

authors concluded that without a systematic and consistent
use of reinforcement to control individual behaviors,
little hope exists for changing rule-breaking and antiauthority behaviors which are reinforced by the peer
group.

Systematic observations were used to obtain peer

and staff reinforcement rates and the relative strengths
of peer and staff reinforcers in changing or maintaining
inmate behaviors.

Significantly higher rates for eliciting

inappropriate behaviors and higher effectiveness in main
taining inappropriate behaviors were reported for either
male or female peer pressures when compared to staff
applied contingencies.

It seems logical to conclude

that allowing inmate groups to operate in a nonstructured
environment would tend to strengthen negative peer
influences, thereby defeating therapy.
Tyler (1967) reported a one-subject study in which
an inmate's academic behaviors (grades) were increased
significantly when a set of specific behaviors and conse
quences were established and consistently applied throughout
the institution.

Tyler stressed the need to provide

contingencies across the total institution or the subject
would continue to engage in inappropriate behaviors in
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those areas not requiring specific behaviors for specific
consequences.
Thorne et. a1., (1967), using four noninstitutionalized subjects, in what is essentially a case history
approach, reported that three of the four subjects showed
consistent behavioral improvements across situations.
These improvements were reported by teachers, counselors,
and parents.

Complex behavior repertoires such as fighting,

playing with matches, stealing, and assaults against
parents were ireduced significantly by using systematic
contingency management across situations within the
subjects' total ecological environment.

The one failure

reported was judged to have failed due to the parents'
refusal to maintain the agreed upon contingencies.

These

authors stress the need for as totally structured an
environment as possible if success is to occur rapidly
and effectively.
The programmed use of complex rule sets and
structured phases or levels of contingencies were reported
by Martin et. al., (1968) as having been effective in
reducing disruptive behaviors in the home and classrooms
of the subjects used in the study.

The subjects were

young people who had been given a chance to participate
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in this project or face a formal juvenile court procedure
with possible incarceration.

The authors reported great

variability in subject performances when only tokens
were used.

The between-subject variability decreased

significantly when tokens were combined with social
reinforcers and parental cooperation.

This study further

substantiates the assumption that the total environment
or ecological space (Barker, 1968) must be structured to
successfully and consistently elicit desired behaviors.
This conclusion also relates to the real life situation
(the street) inmates will face when released.
The token economy system in use at Achievement
Place (Phillips, 1968; Phillips et. a1., 1971) was reported
to have been effective in increasing promptness, cleanli
ness, and tidiness, and saving money to a desirable level.
This same study also reported the ineffectiveness of
relying upon threats to change inappropriate behaviors.
The reported data also indicated the futility of using
nonconsequated instructions and demands for changing
behaviors.

The authors reported using a fading procedure

which was essentially a fixed-interval reinforcement
schedule to maintain appropriate behaviors over time.
This study used predelinquent juveniles and adds evidence
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to support the conclusion that specifying the behaviors
desired and consequating these behaviors through schedules
of reinforcement is an effective method for treating
deviant behavior.
Skinner (1966b) pointed out treatment program
consequences must be structured to meet the natural
consequences of the real world in order for transfer of
newly acquired behavior to occur when the subject leaves
treatment.

A therapeutic environment which does not

allow the subject to experience natural consequences for
inappropriate behaviors does not deal with the complex
human behaviors needed for coping with life (Staats, 1965).
By attempting to totally structure an institution's
environment with complex contingency reinforcement systems,
increased programming effectiveness for changing subject
behaviors and for maintaining appropriate subject
behaviors would seem to be a logical conclusion from the
literature reviewed.

Peer pressures, rule manipulations

by inmates, inconsistency and arbitrariness of staff,
as confounding variables, are also reduced or eliminated,
thus contributing to the treatment program's effectiveness.
Sarason (1968) concluded that using systematic
goal-oriented modeling on institutionalized juveniles produced
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less anxiety behavior, thereby strengthening the assumption
that a structured, goal-oriented contingency managed
program is more effective in obtaining rule conformityTable 1 presents the major program conditions
and their basic assumptions concerning the major aspects
of the subjects, the focus of treatment and the major
causative factors of dysfunctional behaviors.

Statement of the Problem and Hypotheses
This study hopes to furnish as one of its
objectives, empirical data which is analytic, technolo
gically sophisticated, and conceptually systematic in
addition to the major objective of comparing two different
models' effectiveness in shaping specific inmate behaviors.
The present study was conducted in a Federal Youth
Center and attempted to compare the relative effectiveness
of two theoretically different treatment programs in
obtaining inmate conformity to institution rules which
were considered socially important (Baer et. al., 1968;
U.S. Department of Justice, 1970).

The two treatment

programs used in this study were, for purposes of this
study only, labeled the Contingent Program Condition and
the Noncontingent Program Condition.

Berger and McGaugh's
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TABLE I
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS OF PROGRAM CONDITIONS
Noncontingent
Subject possesses:
a. Three distinct ego
states which were

Contingent
1. Subject possesses:
a. Overt behavior
repertoires.

contaminated.
b. Life scripts which

b. Specific response

were controllers of

patterns based on

behavior.

antecedent schedules
of reinforcement.

c. A fixated psychic
development.
Focus of treatment:

c. Minimal problemsolving behaviors.
2. Focus of treatment:

a. Feelings of subjects

a. Environment

b. Verbal behaviors of

b. Subject's present

subjects.
c. Group processes

level of functioning.
c. Subject's overt
behaviors.

d. Subject's internal state
Causative factors:

d. Contingency management
3. Causative factors:

a. Fixated psychic states

a. Types of reinforcement

b. Contaminated ego states

b. Schedules of reinforcement

c. Game playing

c. Consistency of
reinforcement
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(1965) categorization of psychology into two distinct
theoretical models, i.e., learning theory and psycho
therapy, and characterized as polar positions by Lazarus'
(1972) statement that these two conceptualizations were
irreconcilable because of their basic formulation of man.
These statements were assumed to be an adequate philoso
phical statement of the models operationalized in this
study and their positions.
Obviously, this bipolar categorization is fraught
with numerous dangers; however, it appeared to be the
most parsimonious approach and avoided the necessity of
becoming involved in digressions into value judgments,
emotional criticisms, methodological disputes, and rhetor
ical defense of one method's superiority over another.
Based on the literature reviewed, the assumptions
operationalized in the research designs reviewed, and
the programs and methods reviewed in both the learning
theory and noncontingent oriented literature, the following
hypotheses were formulated:
Hypothesis One:
Section One: Subject performance rates during the
contingent program condition would be signifi
cantly higher for the behaviors: level of earnings,

number of towntrips and furloughs granted, and
the numbers of positive behavior reports written—
than the performance rates of subjects experiencing
the noncontingent program condition.

Section Two:

There would be no significant

increases in the number of commitments to the
readjustment unit or the length of stay in the
readjustment unit when comparing noncontingent
and contingent programs or when changing to a
contingent program condition.

Section Three:

There would be no significant

differences between the two treatments when com
paring the number of tardies, absences, sickcalls,
and negative behavior reports.

There has not been an absence of criticism con
cerning controlled or structured environments.

These

environments are characterized as overcontrolled and
mechanistic (Shoben, 1963), or as depersonalized sterile
environments reducing men to machines (Mumford, 1967),
or allowing little or no freedom of choice or freedom
for making decisions (Rodgers and Skinner, 1966), or,
finally, as a simplistic approach to control of behavior
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(Berger and McGaugh, 1965).

However, there has been

little systematic study to verify or refute the effect
of social variables in a specific environment as compared
to another environment (Wenk and Moos, 1972a).
Based on the literature reviewed, the following
hypothesis was formulated to evaluate the social environ
ments during the two program conditions and measure any
significant changes.
Hypothesis Two:
Subjects would not perceive the contingent program
condition as less supportive, more mechanistic,
and providing less autonomy than subjects experi
encing a noncontingent program condition.

Chapter 3

METHOD

During this study, two experiments were conducted
using a total of three different groups of subjects.

The

first experiment concerned itself with one group of sub
jects (labeled Group One) exposed to two different
program conditions and attempted to determine what effects,
if any, changing program conditions had on ten specific
behavior performance rates (dependent variables).

This

was essentially a same-subject experiment.
The second experiment attempted to determine if
there were significant differences between two different
groups' (labeled Groups Two and Three) performance rates
as a result of two different treatment program conditions.
This was essentially a between-group—between-treatments
experiment, and thus allowed the performance data to be
analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance method.
Additionally, would the contingent program condi
tion significantly affect the subjects' perceptions of
their environment during either experiment?
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SUBJECTS
The subjects used in this study were 59 male
initiates committed to a coeducational Federal Youth Center
with an age range of 14 to 24 years and an average age
of 18 years.

All subjects were housed together in one

living unit from June, 1972, through November 14, 1972,
%

or a second living unit beginning November 15, 1972,
through February, 1973.

All the subjects had beep

convicted of at least one Federal law violation.

The

subjects had been assigned to the living unit by using
a factorially derived typological classification system
emphasizing dominate behavior patterns (Quay and Parsons,
1971; Quay and Peterson, 1967; Quay, 1964).

While dominate

behavior traits were not considered relevant in the
present study, it was interesting to note the similarities
in the descriptions of the subjects* dominate behavioral
characteristics.
The Department of Justice (1970) categories used
described the dominate behavioral characteristics as
being lazy, weak, confused as to what behavior is appro
priate in a given situation, mildly neurotic, having a
tendency to over-react, resentful, and unable to formulate
realistic plans.

Berne (1957) described the dominate
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characteristics as having child-doniinated ego states,
being plaintive and whiny, possessing archaic (infantile)
modes of relationships and communication (unable to
formulate realistic goals), and displaying a persistent
need for reassurance (mildly neurotic).
The subjects were divided into three separate
groups and their performances during the program condi
tions (contingent/noncontingent) were recorded.

Experiment One Subjects
Group One contained 21 subjects consisting of
ten Blacks and eleven Caucasians.

The average age for

Group One was 17 years, with a range of 14 to 20 years.
The Revised Beta Nonverbal Intelligence Quotient Test
score average was 97 with a range of 76 to 121.

Subjects

in this group had been functioning within the noncontingent program condition for a minimum of 120 days prior
to the start of the study1s data collection, thereby
allowing subjects' behavior to stabilize within the
noncontingent program phase.

Members of Group One exper

ienced the structured contingent program condition for a
minimum of 45 days prior to the start of data collection,
thereby allowing the subjects' behaviors to stabilize
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within the contingent program condition.

Data were

collected for 60 days during the noncontingent program
condition.

Thus, Group One subjects experienced both

program conditions; i.e., noncontingent, then contingent.
During the contingent program, every subject was
required to sign a statement that he had read the Unit's
rules and regulations (Thomas, 1972b).

Group One pro

vided the within-subject performance or same-subject—
different-treatment data comparisons.

Experiment Two Subjects
Group Two contained 19 subjects consisting of
eight Blacks and eleven Caucasians.

The average age for

Group Two was 19 years with a range of 16 to 21 years.
The Revised Beta Nonverbal Intelligence Quotient Test
score average was 100 with a range of 78 to 116.

Sub

jects in this group had been functioning within the
structured contingent program condition for a minimum
of 21 days prior to the start of data collection, thereby
allowing the subjects' behaviors to stabilize within the
contingent program phase.

Data was collected for 60 days

during the contingent program condition.

Group Two provided

performance data for between-subject comparisons (Group
Two/Group Three).
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Group Three contained 19 subjects consisting of
nine Blacks and ten Caucasians.

The average age for

Group Three was 19 years with a range of 15 to 23 years.
The Revised Beta Nonverbal Intelligence Quotient Test
score average was 102, with a range of 85 to 116.

Sub

jects in this group had been functioning within the
noncontingent program condition for a minimum of 180
days prior to the start of data collection, thereby
allowing the subjects' behavior to stabilize within the
noncontingent program phase.

Data were collected for

60 days during the noncontingent program phase.

Group

Three provided performance data for the between-subject
comparisons (Group Two/Group Three).
The subject's exposure to an experimental program
condition (contingent/noncontingent) and the sequencing
of experimental program conditions (noncontingent/contingent)
was controlled by the date of the subject's assignment to
the living unit.
experimentor.

This was beyond the control of the

While the time allowed for subjects'

behaviors to stabilize within each program condition
varied, for statistical comparisons, results, and dis
cussion purposes, all subject performance rates were
recorded for the same length of time (60 days).
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Figure 1 presents the experimental groups and the
test conditions each group experienced.

Subjects

Contingent

Group 1

X

Group 2

X

Noncontingent

Group 3

X

X

FIGURE 1

Groups by Treatment

VARIABLES

Selection of Variables
The behaviors selected as variables for this study
were chosen both because they were generally accepted as
behaviors needed for survival when the subjects were
released from the institution (U.S. Department of Justice,
1970) and because they were standard institution rules.
For all treatment conditions, whether the behavior occurred
or did not occur was the response strength.

No attempt

was made to define or measure competing responses (Skinner,
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1966b).

Performance rates were obtained on ten dependent

variables representing complex behaviors across different
situations and areas, thereby avoiding Staatg' (1965) and
Skinner's (1966a) criticisms that using simplistic iso
lated behaviors has no relevance for the subjects outside
of treatment.

The dependent variables and their defini

tions follow in the order in which they are grouped
within the hypotheses.

1.

Token economy earnings.

The total amount of

tokens subjects earned each week was recorded during each
program phase.

Tokens were earned for performance in

the school program or chore assignment.

Tokens were

exchangeable for legal tender at the rate of one token
for one cent and could be spent either in the Center's
commissary, which provided toilet articles, stationery,
ice cream, candies, fresh fruit. Coke, novelty cakes and
chips, and cigarettes, or deposited in a savings account
and could be withdrawn la^er to be spent on furloughs or
towntrips.

Subjects were not allowed to possess cash at

any time because of Bureau regulations.
The school provided the major token source for
subjects (75% of the token economy budget was allocated
to the school program).

The school's token system was
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written in a performance objective format (Mager, 1966),
providing a sophisticated system for contingency contracting
(Homme, 1971), and based on achievement (Tyler, 1968), Sub
jects who completed written assignments, completed
audiovisual units, and passed tests, earned more tokens
than subjects whose performances were intermittent or
marginal (see U.S. Department of Justice, 1970, for an
example of a token pay sheet)„
Housekeeping chores (washing and waxing floors,
cleaning windows, cutting grass, shoveling snow, washing
dishes, etc.) provided the other token source and allowed
subjects to earn tokens in other areas of the Center.
The schedule for earning tokens on chore assignments was
not structured or stated during the noncontingent program
phase, but during the contingent program phase the chore
supervisor told each subject what behaviors and standards
were in operation.

The pay system during the contingent

program phase was designed to be flexible within each
class level (Thomas, 1972b).

2.

Towntrips granted.

The number of towntrips

granted each subject was recorded for each program condi
tion.

Towntrip regulations were determined by Federal
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laws, Bureau of Prisons and Center guidelines and were the
same for both program conditions.

These factors did not

greatly restrict the use of towntrips and allowed consider
able autonomy for using the towntrip as a treatment
variable.
Towntrips were of two types:

(1) escorted, which

required an approved adult escort, and (2) unescorted,
which allowed the subject to leave the Center without
supervision.

The days on which towntrips were granted

were the same for both escorted and unescorted towntrips,
as was the length of the towntrips (not to exceed 12
hours).

The type of towntrip granted a subject was

dependent on the subject's class level for all program
conditions.
The Center used a population-wide three class
level system (trainee, apprentice, and honor—the highest
level) which allowed each unit to determine its own
system of promotion to each class level and the privileges
each level contained (U.S. Department of Justice, 1970).
The Center's general guidelines stated honor subjects
could earn either type.

Thomas (1972a & 1972b) gives a

more explicit description of the living unit's class
level system during the contingent program condition, with
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the rules, performance requirements, and privileges
listed.

During the noncontingent program condition the

use of towntrips was regulated by flexible decisions
within the Department of Justice (1970) guidelines.

3.

Furloughs granted.

The number of furloughs

granted each subject was recorded during each program
condition.

Furlough regulations were determined by

Federal Statutes and Bureau of Prisons and Center guide
lines, and were the same for both program conditions.
These factors did not greatly restrict the use of fur
loughs and allowed considerable autonomy for decision
making.

Only honor students were eligible for furloughs

(for a more detailed description of the furlough program
in use during the contingent program condition see
Thomas [1972a & 13] ).

During the noncontingent program

condition the use of furloughs was regulated by flexible
decisions within Department of Justice (1970) guidelines.

4.

Positive behavior reports.

These reports

were written by Center staff as permanent records for
use by the living unit in determining consequences, if
required.

Such reports were used to record appropriate

behaviors engaged in by subjects anywhere in the Center.
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The report form was a standardized form and all center
staff had received training in its use.

A count of the

number of positive behavior reports for each subject was
recorded.
Examples of subject behaviors which staff members
could record using positive behavior reports were
volunteering to perform an extra chore and scoring
unusually high on an achievement test or performing an
appropriate behavior usually absent from the subject's
repertoire, i.e., promptness or courtesy when asked to
perform a task.

During the contingent condition, staff

were required to write negative reports and were
encouraged to write positive reports.

During the noncon-

tingent conditions, staff were allowed to write or not
write as they decided.
In order to insure staff would, in fact, write
positive behavior reports, only written reports were
acted upon by the treatment team.

5.

Commitments to the Readjustment Unit.

Specific

rule infractions always resulted in the subject's con
finement in isolation during the contingent program phase.
This was not true during the noncontingent program phase
because extenuating circumstances were considered before
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any decisions were recorded.

However, some rule infractions

resulted in automatic confinement in the Readjustment Unit.
These infractions were incidents which were prosecutable
under Federal laws7 i.e., escape# assault, arson, sodomy,
murder, etc., and were covered by Bureau of Prisons
regulations.

Each readjustment unit confinement was

recorded for each subject during all program conditions.
Examples of behaviors which always resulted in
confinement to the Readjustment Unit during the contingent
program phase and sometimes during the noncontingent
program were:

attempted escape, minor fights (no one

injured and excluding assaults on staff which resulted
in automatic confinement to the Readjustment Unit),
refusal to attend school, refusal to perform a chore
assignment, and violating a behavioral contract (a
counselor and subject could agree to a written contract
listing specific behaviors and consequences).

Behavior

contracts were systematic attempts to deal with inappro
priate behaviors in which subjects persistently engaged.
While behavioral contracts were used during the noncon
tingent program phase, they were generally used as last
chance type programs and were not consistently enforced.
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During the contingent program phase, the behavioral
contract was used whenever circumstances warranted a written
contract.

Such circumstances weres

continued failure,

a subject requesting one, or a complex special program for
a specific individual.

In any event, the behavioral

contract was a standard treatment method rather than
limited to extreme cases and its written conditions were
strictly enforced.

6.

Length of stay in the Readjustment Unit.

The

length of time a subject spent in the Readjustment Unit,
except for the prosecutable offenses which were controlled
by the courts and/or FBI, was, during the contingent pro
gram phase, controlled by the subject's behaviors and
written into a formal behavioral contract.

During the

noncontingent program condition, the length of time was
a function of several considerations.
During the contingent program phase each subject
was given a written set of specific goals which had to
be completed before a recommendation for release from
confinement would be made.

These goals were a mutual

agreement if possible and established as soon after the
confinement to readjustment as possible.

These goals were
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determined by the committing offenae, the subject's
present ans past performances, ariel the subject'9 coopera
tion when designing a written behavioral contract for
return to the living unit.

If a subject refused to

cooperate in designing a contract, he was allowed to
return to readjustment status until he was able to engage
in designing a contract.

Isolation from the home unit

was used, and although the Readjustment Unit had its own
program and recreation facilities^—i.e., television,
pool table, cards, learning materials-r-still, it v/as
considered undesirable by the subjects.

7.

Tardies.

The number of times each subject

was late for school without authorization was recorded
and totalled for each program condition.
During the noncontingent program condition, tardies
were not dealt with consistently.

Tardies were treated

individually and not considered particularly important.
During the contingent program condition tardies
were systematically and consistently dealt with depending
on the subject's class level (Thomas, 1972b).

Absences.

The number of times each subject

was absent from school without authorization was recorded
and totalled for each program condition.
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During the noncontingent program condition,
absences from school were not dealt with consistently.
Absences were treated individually and not considered
particularly important.
During the contingent program condition, absences
were systematically and consistently dealt with, depending
on the subject's class level (Thomas, 1972b).

9*

Sickcall.

The number of times each subject

requested to see the medical staff or went to the hospital
on his own was recorded and totalled for each program
condition.
Sick call was for stomachaches, headaches, backaches,
upset stomachs, or other minor medical complaints.
Requests for sickcall or going to the hospital were
never interferred with during any program condition.

10.

Negative behavior reports.

These reports were

written by Center staff as permanent records for use by
the living unit in determining consequences, if required.
Such reports were used to record inappropriate behaviors
engaged in by subjects anywhere in the Center.

The report

form was a standardized form and all Center staff had
received training in its use.

The total negative behavior

reports for each subject were recorded.
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Some examples of subject behaviors which staff
members could record using negative behavior reports were:
unauthorized absence from a school class or chore assign
ment; sleeping late? ignoring the unit curfew.

These

examples were not considered serious rule infractions
during either program condition; however, during the
contingent program there were stated consequences for
specific inappropriate behaviors (Thomas, 1972a & b).
In order to insure that the staff would, in fact,
write negative behavior reports, only written reports
were acted upon.

Environmental Perceptions
The Wenk and Moos (1972a) Correctional Institutions
Environment Scale (CIES) Form C was administered to
investigate the validity of the hypothesis that subjects
would not perceive a significantly negative difference
in the environment during the contingent program condition
(for the items and scoring key see Wenk and Moos, 1972b).
This self-administered questionnaire was chosen
because the authors assumed that the organizational
context (environment) of correctional institutions may
shape individual behavior (Wenk and Moos, 1972a) and because
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the environment was considered by the authors to be crucial
in any account of behavior (Moos, 1968),
The CIES Form C Questionnaire has 86 items forming
nine subscales organized around three principle dimensions:
people to people relationships, institutional programs,
and institutional operations (Wenk and Mops, 1972b).

The

CIES Form C Survey was developed in three steps.
In the first developmental step, the 194 items
of the Social Climate Scale were initially selected on
the basis of environmental press which was defined as
the characteristic pressures, rewards and conformitydemanding influences of the institutional culture (Moos,
1968).

This scale was then given to 384 male inmates

ranging in age from 16 to 30 years in 16 correctional
units and the results subjected to a one-way analysis
of variance (Moos, 1968).
During the second step, items were eliminated
if they did not discriminate among the 16 different
correctional units and if they correlated with the MarlowCrowne Social Desirability Scale (Wenk and Moos, 1972a).
The resultant scale was renamed the Correctional Insti
tutions Scale Form B and had 120 items.
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The third and final development step used 1,341
adult male inmate responses from 41 correctional institu
tions? i.e., Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Hawaii,
Kentucky, Mississippi and some Federal Bureau of Prisons
young adult institutions and resulted in the final CIES
Form C scale (Wenk and Moos, 1972a & b).

There are nine

subscales contained in the Form C Survey (See Appendix
Exhibit One for more detailed description of the subscales).

SETTING

As Bijou et. al., (1969) pointed out, a field
experiment, which this study attempted, requires exten
sive descriptions of the environment and the operative
constraints in order to have the study examined adequately
and the results interpreted.

Therefore, what follows is

an extensive description of the physical facilities,
living conditions, staffing, and staff training during
this study.
The Center where this study was conducted was
located in a small university town (population less than
30,000) in an area considered rural.

The Center's

buildings included six separate living units, a threesectioned school complex, an administration building,
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a medical and dental building, and a student services
building which included a warehouse, barbershop, laundry,
clothing issue room, commissary, dining hall, and kitchen.
The Center was initially built to serve a popula
tion of youthful male offenders 14 to 22 years of age.
The types of crimes committed by these youth were Federal
law violations and the crimes were committed against
property rather than persons or crimes committed against
self (primarily drug abuse).

The youth's previous criminal

record was to be minimal, i.e., few prior arrests, no
evidence of involvement with organized crime, and no
crimes of violence.

The Center was designed for youthful

offenders whose criminal sophistication was minimal and
whose chances for rehabilitation were considered excellent
(U.S. Department of Justice, 1970).

The Center's popula

tion capacity was 325 and while not originally conceived
as a coeducational institution, became coeducational in
July of 1971.

The Center had been in continuous operation

since receiving its first group of inmates in February, 1969.
The living unit used in this study was one of six
living units, each using a different programming approach
to inmate treatment.

The modern physical design of the

unit utilized stone and aluminum building materials.
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Extensive use of glass and soft lighting created an
atmosphere of openness.
The unit's overall design was a square; at the
building's center was an open grass patio space used for
leisure time activities and surrounded on all four sides
by glass walls.

This paragraph and what follows describe

only the second living unit.

For a description of the

original living unit see the Department of Justice, 1970.
The unit's living areas (beds and lockers) were
divided into three wings offering three levels of accommo
dations, thus reflecting the three class levels.

This was

true for both living units, though much smaller in the
second unit and less desirable in design and ventilation
for the trainee areas.
A common or open living area was provided for the
trainees and allowed little privacy.
a typical military barracks.

This area resembled

The level two (apprentice)

area was much like the third level area except these level
two rooms were located on the inside of the unit, had
steel mesh over the windows which were too high for sub
jects to look out of, and had institution type toilet
facilities.

These rooms had no built-in mirrors, but did

provide for privacy and isolation if the subject so
desired.

The level three or honor rooms were located on
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the outside of the square, had large windows which looked
out on the main campus and the occupants had keys assigned
to them for locking their rooms.
The described unit was where the data for the
contingent program phase were collected.

Due to popu

lation pressures, a move from the original larger unit
occurred during the contingent program phase.

Just what

effects moving into a smaller unit with fewer honor rooms,
no card or letter writing room, no separate television
viewing room (the lobby of the new unit served as the
television room), and no weight-lifting room (the recrea
tion room had to suffice for card-playing, shooting pool,
playing table tennis, and letter writing), had on subject's
contingent performance rates will be discussed in another
section.

In addition to the move, the unit's population

increased from 32 to 55 inmates in nine weeks.

What

effect this had on subject performance rates will be
discussed in a later section.
From opening day, an assigned unit officer was on
duty at all times (each unit officer completed an 8-hour
shift) and when not inspecting the unit, supervising the
cleaning detail, or giving informal counselling, the
officer was seated in an office located to one side of
the unit's main entrance.

The officers were assigned on
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a 9-month rotating basis; i.e., each officer spent three
months on days (8 A.M. to 4 P.M.), three months on evenings
(4 P.M. to midnight) and three months on mornings (midnight
to 8 A.M.).
The counselors were assigned permanently to the
unit which originally had a staff of four full-time
counselors, but when the move was made, the number of
full-time counselors was reduced to three and of the re
maining three, two of the original counselors were
subsequently replaced.

All the staffing changes in

counselors took place during the contingent program
phase.

Just what effect the changing of assigned

counselors had on subject's contingent performance
rates will be discussed in another section.
All the counselors used in this study had come
from the ranks of correctional officers and had been
promoted to the counselor position because of experience
and demonstrated ability to work with youthful offenders.
None had formal college training in counselling.
The counselors had an assigned number of subjects
(called a caseload) with all subject assignments made by
the unit supervisor.

The experimentor was the unit

supervisor during the contingent program phase, but used
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the same caseload assignment criteria as used during
the noncontingent program phase which was maintaining
an equal number of subjects per counselor.
The school's curriculum design remained constant
throughout the study and was based on the individualized
programmed instruction model suggested by Skinner (1968a).
The curriculum offered specialized courses concentrating
on remedial basic education courses (reading and arithme
tic), general educational development leading to a high
school equivalency diploma (GED), office practices, and
industrial arts courses designed to familiarize the
subjects with basic tools, machines, processes, termino
logy, and materials in the technical areas of power,
electricity/electronics, metal, construction and manufac
turing.
As noted earlier, individual courses were designed
on performance objective formats and written in standard
ized formats (Megger, 1966).

The specific academic and

industrial arts programs and goals in which a subject
became involved were determined by the subject's perfor
mances on the California Achievement Test, the General
Aptitude Test Battery, the Revised Beta Intelligence
Test (nonverbal), the subject's previous public school
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records as furnished by the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
Presentence Report, and the desires and wishes of the
subject, whenever possible and practical.
The school program operated Monday through Friday
from 8:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. in eight 45-minute periods
with five minutes between periods.

A fifteen-minute

leisure break occurred each day beginning at 9:30 A.M.
The subject's schedules could be changed weekly
to reflect completions or program goal changes and
became effective the following Monday.

A subject's daily

school schedule was designed on individual needs, but
averaged 270 minutes a day, with 90 minutes a day for
scheduled chores.

Chore assignments occurred throughout

the Center.
The commissary (this area was mentioned earlier
when the items offered for sale were listed) was open
during the subjects' leisure hours (times when the school
or units' programs were inoperative).

The commissary

could, upon the subject's request and provided the subject
had the money, order special items (radios, phonographs,
etc.). The commissary changed its stock as items gained
or lost in popularity; this was measured by how fast a
given item was sold.
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The dining hall served three meals each weekday
and Saturday, with an early morning snack (usually
doughnuts and coffee) and a late morning brunch on Sunday.
Meals were served cafeteria style on dishes.

All food

was prepared by staff members, not inmates, which is not
the usual situation.
inmate help.

Conventional practice is to use

Special foods or diets were available to

meet special needs.

PROCEDURES

During the noncontingent program condition,
procedures were established and operationalized according
to the assumptions previously outlined.

The data collected

on the subjects were historical data recorded by the
Research Department of the Center.
However, for the contingent program condition,
specially designed program conditions and procedures to
control for data biasing were initiated.

Additionally,

methods to insure staff were properly trained, to insure
consistency of program conditions, to insure the continuity
of contingent program structure over time, to insure the
integrity of the class levels and their privileges, and,
finally, to insure adherence to contingent program rules
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and the consistent enforcement consequences for any rule
violations were designed.
The contingent program conditions, as described,
were held constant regardless of the experiment, i.e.,
Experiment One and Experiment Two.

Procedure for Controlling Experimentor Bias
To control for possible experimentor biasing of
both the data and the data collection, three conditions
were established:

(1) all personnel involved in the

collection of data were those persons normally engaged
in this type of activity (the Center had a functioning
research staff from its inception); (2) these personnel
were not made aware of the experiment until the last
three weeks of data collection (they were made aware of
the experiment at that time due to the emotional anxieties
created by the experimentor's desire to insure data
collection and completeness); and (3) the experimentor
did not personally collect or supervise any of the raw
data; i.e., level of earnings was reported by the school
as were tardies and absences, readjustment commitments
were recorded in the readjustment log, sickcalls were
recorded in the hospital log, furloughs and towntrips
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were recorded in the unit's log, and reports were written
by staff and placed in the subject's personal file.
However, at no time during this study were the
hypotheses given to the research staff, nor was the unit
staff made aware of the study until after all the relevant
data had been collected and was in the process of being
analyzed.
In order to prevent the possible contamination
of results due to the subject's knowing the experimental
hypotheses subjects were not told of the study or hypotheses
(Orne, 1962, and Sarasan, 1965).

Training
Staff training was an important aspect of both
program conditions; however, only the contingent program
condition training was designed and conducted by this
experimentor (Gardner, 1972).

In addition, during the

contingent program staff training phase, changes were not
initiated until the basic training and program methods
were completed.

There was no phase-in or gradual incor

poration of program aspects? the program procedures all
began simultaneously.
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Staff Training in Transactional Analysis Methods
During the noncontingent program phase each
counselor and the cottage supervisor received forty
hours of specialized training in Transactional Analysis
principles and philosophy by a trained specialist
(Dr. Martin Groder, Transactional Analysis Program
Director, Federal Prison, Marion, Illinois).

This

training was conducted in another correctional institution
which had an existing therapeutic community based on
the Transactional Analysis treatment model.
The training consisted of explaining Berne's
(1957, 1962, 1964a & b, 1966a) theoretical assumptions,
grouping techniques, script analysis methods, game and
role playing definitions, life position identifications,
terminology definitions and structured observation of and
participation in group therapy sessions utilizing Trans
actional Analysis techniques.
During the course of the noncontingent program
phase, counselors received one 2-hour training session
weekly.

This training emphasized conducting small groups,

structural analysis, role-playing and game-playing
identification, and structural analysis (Harris, 1967;
Berne, 1964b).
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Staff Training in Learning Theory and Behavior Modification
Methods
Prior to beginning the contingent program condition,
the existing noncontingent program condition was continued
until the rules and structure of the contingent program
condition were formalized and written, and the staff
training was completed.

Counselors and unit officers

received an initial 16 hours of training on basic theore
tical assumptions (Bandura, 1969; Bandura and Walters, 1959),
programming procedures, individualized-directive counselling,
and basic terminology (Taylor, 1972).

The contingent

program condition began by having each counselor read
and discuss the unit rules with each subject and pay them
for their rule book signoff sheet (Thomas, 1972b).
During the course of the contingent program
counselors and unit officers (unit officers were brought
in on overtime for training during the time the study was
in effect) received a weekly 2-hour training session
emphasizing goal setting, terminology, conducting indi
vidualized goal-oriented counselling, and directive small
group counselling (the directive counselling training
manual was based on the experimentor's adaptation of
Starlin and Starlin, 1969; see Thomas, 1972c).
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Noncontingent Program Procedures
The psychoanalytic assumptions of the Transactional
Analysis method (Dusay, 1966) controlled the operational
aspects of the noncontingent program condition and required
certain assumptions to be operationalized.

Berne's (1957)

dictum that the basic therapeutic task was to help the
subject decontaminate the child ego state and the parent
ego state from the adult ego state and keep the adult ego
state in control at all times was the objective.

Having

a healthy personality and life position were the goals of
the noncontingent program.

Figure 2 presents the graphic

representation of the ego states.
Subjects were continually reminded of the ego
state in control at a given time or during a given verbal
transaction.

A subject was told how his ego state was

based upon a life position (See Appendix Exhibit Two)
fixated early in his life (Berne, 1962).
The assumption that a contaminated ego state
(See Appendix Exhibit Three) caused by a life position
fixated at an early age (Steiner, 1968; Berne, 1962;
Kupfer and Haimowitz, 1971) was the dysfunctional aspect
requiring treatment was carefully explained to each subject
and reiterated at appropriate times.
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Definition of Ego States
Mother

Child

0

The mother and father
become internalized
in the Parent as
recordings of what the
child observed them
say and do.

Adult

Recordings of imposed
unquestioned, external
events perceived by a
person between birth and
age five (a taught concept
of life).

Recording of data acquired
from the archaic parent,
the archaic child, and
from exploration and
testing which result in
estimating and updating of
data and probability
estimating beginning at
age ten months (a thought
concept of life).

Child
Recordings of internal
events (feelings) in
response to external
events (mostly mother
and father) between
birth and age five (a
felt concept of life).

Child

Mother
Personality

FIGURE 2
The Personality States*
•Adapted from Thomas A. Harris, M.D., I'm OK—You're OK
A Practical Guide to Transactional Analysis (New York:
Harper & Row, 1969).
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The basic treatment mode was a group process
occurring regularly (never less than a 1-hour session
weekly) usually in two 1-hour sessions scheduled weekly
(Mann, 1966, and Yalom, 1970).

The group sessions

attempted to decontaminate the subjects' ego states and
identify the games being played.
Group counselling sessions were used to explore
each group member's life position through structural
analysis (Berne, 1957).

The purpose of the analysis was

to discover which part of each member's personality i.e..
Parent, Adult, or Child was originating the transactions
(Harris, 1967).

While transactions can be verbal or

physical, they all originate in an ego state (Berne, 1966b).
By labelling verbal transactions as coming from a specific
contaminated ego state, subjects could then identify their
own and other subject's games.

By being made aware of the

games played and the ego state which controls the verbal
transactions (See Appendix Exhibit Four) the subject
would then be able to choose not to play the game through
self-regulation within the group and thereby learn selfregulation when outside the group (Harris, 1967; Ernst, 1971).
Games and roles identified during the group session
would then be worked on in individual counselling sessions
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(regularly scheduled fcy the agreement of the counselor
and subject; however, th©re were no consequence® if the
subject failed to arrive at the counselling session).
Games and role-playing which occurred outside the group
were identified by the other subjects and the subject
playing the game or acting out the undesirable role would
be reminded to stop the game or acting out the undesirable
role and decontaminate the operating ego state by alerting
the adult ego state to take control and modify the overt
behavior to conform to accepted standards.
Honesty and authenticity of treatment were
operationally defined as allowing the subjects to satisfy
their needs for strokes (Samuels, 1971).

Strokes were

defined as smiles, reassurance, compliments, praise, and
applause, and could be given or taken.

Subjects were

allowed to engage in verbal acting out and failure to
meet deadlines or commitments occurred without aversive
consequences being applied for long periods of time.
Emotional episodes were accepted as being the subject's
attempt to work out his feelings and emotions and there
fore were rarely disciplined.

By doing this, it was felt

the subject would be able to eventually recognize he was
OK and others were OK, the only good life position
(Harris, 1967).
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Accessibility of staff to subjects during the
noncontingent program condition was largely by demand of
the subjects.

In this manner, staff was made available

to meet the emotional crises of the subjects as they
occurred.
Since treatment therapy emphasized verbal processes,
external or physical interventions were not systematically
programmed or used as criteria for evaluating acceptable
behaviors (Steiner, 1968).

Rules were interpreted as

flexible by staff and subjects and performance level
criteria were mitigated by whatever current circumstances
seemed influential in altering the situation or appropriate
historical events which impelled the subject's behavior.
Subjects received consistent structural analysis
training, ego-state label definitions and a clear defini
tion of their life position and how and why it occurred
in the small group sessions.

A nonjudgmental acceptance

of subject's behaviors as long as person or property was
not damaged was used to encourage and enhance emotional
well being (Dusay, 1972).
The assumption that emotional outbursts and
failures to comply consistently with rules were caused
by a contaminated ego state (Berne, 1966a & 1968), an
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unhealthy life position (Ernst, 1971), and a desperate
need for ego-defenses (Cheney, 1973) operationally meant
subjects were not required to perform any behaviors consis
tently.

The subjects were expected to eventually outgrow

emotional outbursts and failure to comply with rules
through the gradual decontamination of their ego states.
Emotional outbursts were accepted regardless of where they
occurred or when they occurred.

The treatment issue of

importance was finding out why they occurred (Cheney,
1973; Karpman, 1968; Samuels, 1971).
Thus, if a subject had an emotional outburst which
resulted in his refusal to attend school, clean up his
room, or attend his detail, a conference with the subject,
the subject's counselor, and other concerned staff members
was held to determine the source of the problem.

If it

were determined that a situation was too emotion-evoking,
the subject was allowed to change his school schedule if
it were a school course causing the problem, or change
his chore assignment if it were the chore which caused
the emotional reactions.

Goals for raising reading levels

or completing the GED could also be changed or delayed
indefinitely if the subject's emotional well-being were
jeopardized by insistence on performance or adherence to
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goals.

Additionally, if a counselor's response to a

subject's acting out or a decision concerning a subject's
behaviors was appealed to the unit supervisor, the
counselor's decision could be and was frequently reversed.
During the noncontingent program condition a
consistent effort was made by the staff to establish close
personal ties with the subjects.

This meant that during

group therapy all members were equal and p§ers.
As operationalised, the noncontingent program
condition was essentially a psychology of behavioral
expressiveness which encouraged the subject to work through
his emotional problems while the staff acted as nonrestrictive, nonjudgmental accepting models.

During this

treatment program condition subjects were allowed to
retain privileges even though their behavior was inappro
priate at times.
The contingent program condition, in contrast,
concentrated on overt behavior and its consequences, and
was therefore essentially a psychology of behavior manage
ment (Krasner, 1962).

Rather than concentrating on ego

states, roles, feelings, and life positions, the contingent
program condition assumed the legitimate concern of treat
ment to be exclusively overt behavior (Goldiamond, 1967),
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While verbal instructions were a major treatment
method, verbal instructions were not considered sufficient
in and of themselves (See Appendix Exhibit Five) to change
or stop inappropriate behavior (Skinner, 1966a).

The use

of specific verbal instructions coupled with systematic
contingency management (Homme, 1971) was the treatment
approach of the contingent program condition.
Hypothetical constructs such as psychic ego energy
levels (Dusay, 1972 and Jacobi, 1962) contaminated ego
states (Berne, 1964a), fixated stages of development and
repressed drives (Brenner, 1955), unconscious primal
instincts (Adler, 1965), and assuming behavior to be
symptomatic of deeper psychic disruptions (Cheney, 1973)
were not subjects of treatment or speculation during the
contingent program condition.

Contingent Program Procedures
The Contingent Program Condition assumed overt
behavior to be the only factor of treatment consequence
and that the environment sustains all behaviors (Bandura,
1969; Ferster and DeMyer, 1962; Baer, et. al., 1968;
Lazarus, 1973)—not parental injunctions or life positions
assumed early in adolescence.

These basic assumptions

controlled how the contingent program condition was
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operationalized arid established control of the total
environment or settings subjects experienced (Sarason#
1972).

An attempt was made to maximize the programmed

availability of many reinforcers (Krasner, 1971).
Structuring of the environment began immediately by
having each new commitment receive a structured required
orientation program (Thomas, 1972d).
An attempt was made to gain control of as many
privileges and benefits as possible and arrange them in
complex systems of reinforcement schedules within three
class levels (Ferster and Skinner, 1957; Thomas, 1972a & b).
The operative assumption was that all privileges would be
based on performance of desired behaviors and structured
contingencies and limited to the subject's class level.
Table Two gives a more detailed listing of class level
privileges.
As new privileges and bonuses were identified
either by staff or the living unit's elected student
representatives (for more information on the unit's
student council see Thomas, 1972b) rules and the class
level regulating them were established.

The rules were

then written up in memorandum form and posted on the
living unit's bulletin board.

All changes were written
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TABLE II
CLASS LEVEL PRIVILEGES
Class Level
Trainee

Privileges
No:

Personal jewelry, radio, clock, tape

decks, phonograph, pinups, posters, or
civilian clothing.

Mandatory bedtimes,

curfews, chore assignments, counselling,
and recreation participation.

Apprentice

Personal jewelry, radios, phonograph,
tape decks, clock, pinups, poster, and
civilian clothing were allowed.

Mandatory

bedtimes, curfews, later than trainee.
Fewer mandatory counselling and recreation
sessions.

Second choice in chore assignment.

Escorted 12-hour trips, once a week.

Honor

Personal jewelry, radios, phonograph,
tape decks, clock, pinups, posters, and
civilian clothing were allowed.

No

mandatory bedtimes, counselling or
recreation sessions, or curfews.
required chores.

No

Unescorted 12-hour trip

once a week and one 3-day furlough (plus
travel time) every 90 days.
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and added to the Student Handbook to insure currency
(Thomas, 1972b).

Privileges restricted to levels were

at no time allowed to cross class levels.

If a subject

were demoted, he always lost all the privileges of the
class level; this was not always true during the
noncontingent condition.
Behavior of the subject, rather than the subject's
feelings or fixated ego, was the focus of each staff member
(Birnbrauer and Lawler, 1964).

Emotional outbursts were

either ignored, if possible, or the staff reacted in a
consistent predetermined way.

Staff were instructed to

use variations of the following response chain:

tell the

subject his behavior was not acceptable and must stop; if
the behavior persisted, the staff member was to tell the
subject his behavior was not acceptable and if it did not
immediately stop, a negative report was going to be
written; if the behavior continued, the staff member was
to tell the subject his behavior was unacceptable, had
not stopped and write the negative report.

This was done

both to provide a suitable model (Sarason, 1968;
Goldiamond, 1966) and to provide consistent dispassionate
application of shaping principles towards the subjects.
All staff were consistently reminded to use this technique
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and were exposed to training sessions using this technique.
Also, when a counselor or any staff member used this
method it was discussed at the next staff meeting.
Consistent enforcement of rules and standards
with consequences clearly stated (Lachenmyer, 1969;
Burchard, 1969; Ferster, 1965; Ayllon and Azrin, 1964)
was insisted upon.

Extenuating circumstances and emotional

outbursts were considered extraneous to treatment and
irrelevant.

Whether the inappropriate behavior occurred

or did not occur was the issue at question.
This was operationalized by not allowing tears,
verbal rage, verbal denials, refusal to admit guilt, or
verbal refusal to accept responsibility, change or delay
the established consequences for rule-breaking.

On

occasion, subjects would have plausible excuses for
their rule-breaking, i.e., sick, talking to a staff
member, over-sleeping, but no extenuating circumstances
were considered acceptable.

No exceptions to stated

rules were made even if a staff member caused the
situation; i.e., holding a student too long—the assump
tion being that subjects so delayed had the responsibility
to have the situation cleared up either by having the
staff member who caused the dalay call in the excuse or
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write a note excusing the delay.

Subject responsibility

was established as a method of eliciting desired behaviors
and as a way of eliminating extensive verbalizing of
subjects when confronted with the problem.

Staff were

instructed to consider whether the subject could have
reasonably prevented the incident by performing a specific
behavior or whether the situation was in fact out of the
subject's control.

An example of an instance in which

a subject would not be held accountable was a teacher's
failure to report a subject's earnings in a school course
(apprentice and honor level subjects had to meet specific
earning levels or lose their status; see Thomas, 1972b for
a more detailed exposition of the rules and consequences).
While the stated consequences for specific acts
(tardies, absences, fights, being drunk, late returns
from towntrips and furloughs, failure to meet the earning
levels required by the class level, improper cleaning of
living area or unacceptable personal cleanliness) were
enforced without exception, the required levels of
performance or specific behaviors required varied with
each individual subject.

Considerations of severity,

frequency, present levels of function compared to previous
levels of functioning and desired levels of functioning.
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were used to determine the subject's conditions for
repromotion as well as initial promotion.
The exclusion of emotional, situational, and
subjective mediating of consequences firmly established
a multileveled environment with complex sets of privileges
and required behavior repertoires that subjects were
required to interpret and with which they were to comply
(Phillips, et. al., 1971).

This complex sot of required

behavior repertoire^ was assumed to be, by definition,
necessary to the subjects' survival when released from the
Center (Martin et. al., 1968).
Since identification of emotional constructs and
labelling of feelings were not considered essential to
treatment methods, staff were neither encouraged to nor
discouraged from establishing personal relations with
their subjects.

Rather, staff was constantly encouraged

to be consistent in applying the stated rules; to enforce
the rules regardless of the subject's verbal protestations
and threats; to make every effort to not respond to
verbal provocations in anger, but quietly and firmly;
and never accept inappropriate behaviors from subjects.
The primary responsibility for designing a subject's
particular set of program goals rested with the treatment
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team, composed of a counselor, the subject, and an education
representative who provided an interpretation of test scores
and guidance in designing the subject's academic and
vocational goals.

All other goals, decisions, and program

modifications had to first be approved by the counselor
before being presented to the unit treatment team, which
had to approve.
This treatment team—the counselor, subject, and
education representative—were the comptrollers of indivi
dual program design.

The unit supervisor (the experimentor)

acted as a supervisor (team leader) whose primary functions
were to insure program integrity through structure and
consistency, resolve impasses, and make administrative
decisions official..At no time did the unit supervisor
reverse a team decision and rarely intervened to modify
a counselor's decision.

The treatment team, with the

counselor taking design and goal-setting initiatives,
was the only program element capable of changing a subject's
goals.

Only the Center's director could have reversed a

program decision and this did not occur.

Figure 3

presents the organizational chart.
Individual counselling was scheduled differently
for each of the class levels and reflected the assumption
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that subjects should be allowed greater decision-making
as they were promoted.

Attendance at scheduled counselling

was mandatory and failure to attend was disciplined
depending on the individual involved.

All counselling

was based on individual sessions and specific behavioral
goals were established for each subject.

Counselling

sessions were not considered nondirective talk sessions
for getting a subject's emotions out in the open.
Counselors were required to submit written summaries
of each session describing major topics covered, progress
toward counselling goals, and other pertinent comments
(for more detailed description of the counselling program
see Thomas, 1972c).
A subject's promotion goals were written in care
fully stated, specific behavioral terms and copies of
the final drafts given to the subject, his counselor,
his education representative, and a copy placed in his
main personal jacket.

All goal setting was done with

the subject, who agreed, in writing, to the goals
established.
It was anticipated that certain subjects would
not be able to establish and agree to specific written
goals.

It was considered essential that a subject agree
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UNIT SUPERVISOR

Unit Officers (5)
-Unit Secretary
Supervisor of Volunteers

COUNSELOR
Subjects (12-24)
Counselor Intern*

COUNSELOR
Subjects (12-24)
Counselor Intern*

COUNSELOR
Subjects (12-24)
Counselor Intern*

EDUCATION REPRESENTATIVE

FIGURE 3

Organizational Chart

•Counselor Interns were graduate students majoring in
sociology, or social work, or counselling, or vocational
rehabilitation, who were doing their field placement.
They were assigned to a counselor and after a two-week
training period, and given a limited caseload.
of interns fluctuated from time to time.

The number
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to specific goals in order to prevent the subject's being
able to shift the blame for not attaining his goals onto
the staff.

Goals would be set in the areas possible and

the remaining areas would be added as counselor and sub
ject were able to adjust the disagreements.
While a 3- to 4-month time period was considered
the appropriate time frame for goal completions, achieve
ment was the criterion.

Thus, if a subject completed

sooner he was promoted or received the agreed-upon
reinforcer.

If a subject took longer than 3 to 4 months

(which rarely occurred since each subject's goals were
reviewed every 30 days) a reexamination of the subject's
program was undertaken.
Nonverbal interventions were considered essential
to effective treatment and included adjusting bedtimes:
restricting weekend privileges and leisure-time activities
such as watching television, swimming or walking around
the Center; and adjusting the subject's curfew time (sub
jects were allowed to leave the living unit during leisure
times or on weekends subject to class level curfews).
Standards were not open to interpretation (Patterson
and Honsey, 1964) and extensive use was made of stated
rules rather than verbalizations and personal relationships
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(Ferster and DeMyer, 1962).

This eliminated the need for

intervention by the unit supervisor (the experimentor
during the contingent program condition).

All unit staff

were authorized to enforce the rules and consequences and
make decisions concerning situations not specifically
covered.
Each counselor had the capability and responsibility
to take whatever steps and make whatever decisions appeared
proper.

This insured proper feedback to subjects, insured

consequence consistency, and established the counselor as
the model with the authority status (Bandura, 1969).
A specific chain of command was established which
eliminated the unit supervisor acting as a counselor.
This procedure was operationally standardized as follows:
A subject who approached the unit supervisor was asked if
he had tried to solve the situation with the staff immedi
ately involved; if "Yes", he was asked if he had contacted
and discussed the situation with his counselor? if "Yes",
the subject then paid a set fee to discuss the problem
with the unit supervisor (a soft-point economy was used
in the living unit, but no data were recorded as to its
effectiveness or use during this study).

If there was a

"No" response anywhere in the chain, the subject was
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instructed to discuss th© situation with the appropriate
staff member.
Punishment was not used at any time during this
program? however, if a subject engaged in inappropriate
behaviors, privileges would be suspended until such
behaviors ceased or until the required appropriate
behaviors began occurring at the specified desired
levels (Eysenk, 1965; Ferster and Skinner, 1957; Ferster,
1962).
Each counselor conducted a required guided group
for his honor level subjects one hour a week and concen
trated on problem-solving techniques (Skinner, 1966b)
self-evaluation, goal-setting, authority role-playing
(Bandura, 1969), and personal budgeting of money.

These

were the only counselling groups used and were designed
to prepare subjects who had pending release dates for
the streets.

In any event the basic techniques utilized

were the same for either the guided group or the individual
counselling sessions.
These techniques were based on the following
principles and were contained in the counselor training
sessions (Thomas, 1972c).
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1.

Pinpointi

specifically identify and behaviorally

describe the behavior of concern*

The behavior goal way

be establishing a behavior (begin talking regularly) or
stopping or decreasing an existing behavior (nose picking
or cursing).
2.

The behaviors of concern could be verbal,

problem-solving techniques, or self-management behaviors.
3.

The behaviors must have had a beginning and

an end (from staying in bed to not staying in bed).
4.

The goals of counselling sessions were centered

around three major areas:
Increasing existing appropriate behaviors;
Decreasing existing inappropriate behaviors;
Establishing behavior repertoires not presently
exhibited by the subject.
5.

Record keeping was conducted by all counselors

using a standardized procedure (Thomas, 1972c).
Individual counselling sessions were differentially
scheduled according to class level and reflected the
general program design of allowing the subject more
decision-making authority as he progressed through the
class levels.
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Trainees were required to attend three regularly
scheduled individual counselling sessions a week.
Trainees were not paid for attending these sessions and
their attendance was a factor when promotion was being
considered.
Apprentices were required to attend two regularly
scheduled individual counselling sessions a week.

Appren

tice subjects were paid for prompt attendance, goal-setting,
and specific problem solving behaviors.

Attendance was

a determining factor for promotion.
Honor level subjects were given the option of
establishing an individual counselling schedule.

If an

honor level subject established a schedule, he was paid
on whatever conditions were established between himself
and the counselor.

Failure to formally cancel a scheduled

meeting without prior notification resulted in a negative
report being written.

Counselling sessions could be

terminated by the honor level subject at any time.

Chapter 4

RESULTS

Statistical Methods
Experiment One.

Group One subjects' performance

data were analyzed utilizing a t-test for correlated
means (same subjects performance rates during different
program conditions).

This method of statistical analysis

was chosen because it provided a method of comparing the
performance rate means of the same subjects, thus allowing
any significant differences noted to be attributed to the
different treatment conditions (Snedecor and Cochran, JL967).

Experiment Two.

Group Two (contingent program

condition only) and Group Three (noncontingent program
condition only) performance means were subjected to a
two-way analysis of variance.

This method of comparing

performance-rate means was chosen to compare differentsubjects—different-program conditions because it provided
a method of comparing performance rate means by treatment
and replication (group) to determine that significant
differences were attributable to the different treatment
conditions (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967).
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It was suspected that the frequency distribution
of performance rates may have been distorted in regard to
within-group variances.

This was due to the number of

zero performance rate entries.

This could produce signi

ficant differences in F-tests, which were not attributable
to treatment.

Thus, a square root transformation plus one

( V X + 1 ) was chosen because some of the subjects'
performance rates were small or zero and this transforma
tion stabilizes the within variance more effectively
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1967).

All two-analysis tests

were run without a transformation, then run utilizing
the transformation procedure.
A one-way analysis of variance was also performed
on all subjects' performance rates grouped according to
the treatment condition the subject received.

Thus,

Group One's contingent program performance rates were
combined with Group Two's performance rates (contingent
program condition only); Group One's noncontingent program
performance rates were combined with Group Three's
performance rates (noncontingent program condition only)
and the analysis performed.

This analysis was performed

to determine if any additional significant differences
could be identified.
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A standardized t-test analysis of the present
study's Group One and Group Two subject responses to the
Correctional Institutions Environmental Scale was performed
by E. A. Wenk who used the standardized t-test with
national norms developed by him and Moos (1972b).

A

standard score of ten points or more above the standard
score of fifty was considered statistically significant
from the national norms.

Table Three reports all experi

mental group means, standard deviations, and the ranges
of each group's performance rates.
A t-test for correlated means was performed on
the same subject data (Group 1) to determine treatment
effects on subjects' performance rates.
Table Four reports the results of the t-test for
correlated means comparing Group 1 (same subject) perfor
mance rates during the noncontingent condition to their
performance rates during the contingent condition.

An

alpha level of .05 (t = 2.-086, df = 20) was chosen to
lessen the probability of a Type II Error.
Significant differences in same-subject performance
means across the two treatments were noted for the following
variables:

the amount of earnings, the number of times

tardy for school, the number of absences from school

TABLE III
Experimental Group Means and Standard Deviations (SD)

Group 1 (N=21)
Noncont ingent
Source

Mean

Earnings 1381.9045

Group 2 (N=19)

Contingent

SD

Mean

528.8711

1921.5238

SD

Contingent
Mean

SD

Group 3 (N=19)
Noncont ingent
Mean

681.4616 2081.7368 917.9730 1111.4737

SD
483.2863

Sickcall

2.9048

2.3217

3.1429

2.7620

3.1579

3.1493

3.7368

3.2462

Negative
Reports

4.4762

4.3660

6.2381

6.5796

3.8947

4.0537

1.8947

2.2084

Positive
Reports

1.1905

1.2498

1.0478

.9753

1.0000

1.2019

.1579

.3746

Tardies

5.4286

4.9656

3.4286

2.7490

3.3684

3.3535

6.0526

6.4762

Absences

6.4762

6.0466

.9048

1.5781

1.7895

2.0160

12.0526

9.7836

Towntrips

.9524

.9735

3.3810

3.1221

1.6842

2.4507

2.9474

3.3743

Furloughs

.1905

.5118

.6190

.6690

.2105

.4189

.6316

.8951

Commit
ment to
Readj.

.6191

.9207

.8095

1.5690

.3889

.8498

.5263

.8412

7.4281

15.2137

8.4762

19.3975

3.1111

7.2752

4.4737

12.4515

Length of
Readj. 1
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TABLE IV

Correlated Means t-test:

Experimental Group One

Source

df

Mean Difference

Earnings

20

539.619

Sickcall

20

.238

.381

Negative reports

20

1.762

1.214

Positive reports

20

.143

.377

Tardies

20

2.000

2.095*

Absences

20

5.571

4.908*

Towntrips

20

2.429

3.799*

Furloughs

20

.428

2.118*

Commitments to
Readj ustment

20

.191

.500

Length of
Readjustment

20

1.047

.304

•Indicates p-.05

t

4.749*
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(p = .0003), the number of towntrips granted, and the
number of furloughs granted.

The variables—number of

positive reports written, number of commitments to the
readjustment unit, and the length of stay in the read
justment unit—failed to reach the .05 level of significance.
Table Five reports the results of the two-way
analysis of variance (group/treatment) comparing Group 2
and Group 3 (different subjects) performance rates during
either the noncontingent only (Group 3) condition or
the contingent only (Group 2) condition.

An alpha level

of .05 (F = 4.11, df = 1/36) was chosen to lessen the
probability of a Type II error.
Significant differences between different subjects'
performance means during the two treatments were noted
for the following variables:

the amount of earnings,

the number of positive reports written? and the number
of times absent from school.

The variables:

number of

times on sickcall; the number of negative reports written;
the number of times tardy for school; the number of towntrips granted; the number of furloughs granted; the number
of commitments to the readjustment unit; and the length
of stay in the readjustment unit failed to reach the .05
significance level.
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TABLE V

Analysis of Variance:

Source

Experimental Groups Two and Three

df

MS

F

108.3000*

Earnings

1/36

8943400.6600

Sickc^lls

1/36

3.1842

16.6197

Negative Notations

1/36

38.0000

3.5664

Positive Notations

1/36

6.7368

Tardies

1/36

68.4473

Absences

1/36

1000.6578

Towntrips

1/36

15.1578

1.7431

Furloughs

1/36

1.6842

3.4491

Commitments to
Readjustment

1/36

.1745

.2442

Length of
Readj ustment

1/36

17.1610

.1627

8.5018*
2.5738
20.0565*

NOTE—The transformation procedure (\/X + 1 ) did not
produce any additional significant comparisons
or eliminate any significant comparisons.

•Indicates p = .05
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A

Vx"+"T transformation was performed on the raw

data and a two-way analysis of varianc© performed, but
failed to eliminate any initially reported significant
differences or identify additional significant differences
among the variables.
Table Six reports the results of the one-way
analysis of variance performed on all subjects; grouped
by program conditions.

Significant differences in

performance means were noted for the following variables:
earnings; tardies; and absences.
Table Seven reports the mean groups scores for
all the subjects in the experiments and a similar group
(noncontingent only) in response to the Correctional
Institutions Environmental Scale Form C questionnaire.
The only subscales noted to show significant
differences from the national standard score, at the .05
level, were Clarity and Staff Control.

There were no

significant differences noted—at the .05 level—between
the two experimental groups, nor the national standard
score, except on the subscale Staff Control.
The only significant difference noted between
Group Two (contingent only) and the Similar Group (noncontingent only) at the .05 level was on the subscale
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TABLE VI

Analysis of Variance:
All Subjects Grouped by Program Condition

Source

df

Groups 1 & 3
Means

Groups 1 & 2
Means

Noncontingent

Contingent

F
24.5156*

Earnings

1/78

1253.4500

1997.6250

Sickcalls

1/78

3.3000

3.1500

.0552

Negative reports

1/78

3.2500

5.1250

3.1306

Positive reports

1/78

.7000

1.0250

1.8436

Tardies

1/78

5.7250

3.4000

5.2522*

Absences

1/78

9.1250

1.3250

32.7826*

Towntrips

1/78

1.9000

2.5750

1.1938

Furloughs

1/78

.4000

.4250

.0276

Commitments to
Readjustment

1/78

.5727

.5992

.0267

Length of
Readjustment

1/78

5.9512

5.7937

.0001

NOTE—The transformation procedure (VX + 1 ) did not
produce any additional significant comparisons
or eliminate any significant comparisons.

•Indicates p - .05

TABLE VII
Group Mean Scores: Correctional Institutions
Environment Scale Form C

Subscales

All
Subjects

Group 1
Noncontingent/
Contingent

Group 2
Contingent
Only

Similar Group
Noncontingent
Only

Involvement

57.5

50.7

60.1

57.9

Support

63.6

64.1

62.1

63.7

Expressiveness

60.6

65.1

57.1*

68.9

Autonomy

62.3

64.0

59.7

65.4

Prac. Orientation

59.3

58.8

61.9

60.5

Per. Prob. Orien.

50.2

53.4

47.7

57.5

Order and Org.

58.0

57.4

51.7

57.4

Clarity

69.6+

65.0+

74.0+

64.2+

Staff Control

39.9

37.3

40.8

36.6
(1-72)

pi-05
NOTE—The Similar Group was comprised of subjects who were similar in age, offenses,
sentences, were assigned using the same typological classification tests, and
therefore their responses were considered comparable.
•Significantly lower than the Similar Group.
+Significantly higher than the national standard score.
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Expressiveness.

Group Two scored significantly lower,

but not significantly lower than the national standard
score.
Figure 4 presents the results of all subjects'
responses to the Correctional Institutions Environmental
Scale (CIES) Form C questionnaire.

This is a line graph

response profile constructed using the standardized t-test
scores developed by Wenk and Moos (1972a).

As noted

earlier, all subjects' responses were sent to the authors
Wenk & Moos) who then performed the analysis of the
responses using the standardized t-test based on the
norms the authors established.
The response profile is above the national norm
standard score of 50 on all subscales but the Staff Control
subscale which was significantly below the national norm.
Significant differences above the national norm at the .05
level (a standard score of ten points or more difference)
were noted for the subscales:
Autonomy, and Clarity.

Support, Expressiveness,

The subscales Involvement, Practical

Orientation, Personal Problem Orientation, and Order and
Organization failed to reach the .05 level of significance.
Figure 5 presents the response profiles of the
contingent only (Group 2) program condition and the both
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program conditions subjects (Group 1).

The CIES Form C

questionnaire was used.
The two response profiles were not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level as determined
by the Wenk and Moos' (1972 a & b) standardized t-test.
The lower number of subjects responding (Group 1 = 16 and
Group 2 = 15) was due to either the subject refusing to
complete the questionnaire or the subject not being avail
able at the time the questionnaire was given.
The Group 1 responses were significantly different
from the national norm of 50 on the following subscales:
Support, Expressiveness, Autonomy, Clarity, and Staff
Control.

No other significant differences at the .05

level were noted.
The Group 2 responses were significantly different
from the national norm of 50 on the following subscales:
Involvement, Support, Practical Orientation, Order and
Organization, and Clarity.

No other significant differ

ences at the .05 level were noted.
Figure 6 presents the results of the contingent
only (Group 2) program condition compared to a profile of
responses from a group of similar inmates.

The group of

similar inmates included subjects who had been assigned
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to the same living unit and experienced essentially the
same noncontingent program condition as the Group 1 and
3 subjects# but had not been included in this study.
The CIES Form C questionnaire was used with the group
of similar inmates and was administered by the same research
personnel utilized for all administrations of the scale.
The similar-inmate group response profile was
significantly different from the national norm of 50 on
the following subscales:

Support, Expressiveness,

Autonomy, Practical Orientation, Clarity, and Staff Control.
No other significant differences at the .05 level were
noted.
Table Eight presents the ranges of performances
on each variable during each program condition by group.
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TABLE VIII
All Groups Performance Ranges*

Group 2

Group 1

Noncontingeni
Contingent
Non/
contingent Contingent
Only
Only

Earnings

137-2145

640-3935

Sickcalls

0-8

0-11

0
1
o

Source

Group 3

0-9

Negative
Notations

0-15

0-24

0-13

0-8

Positive
Notations

0-4

0-3

0-4

0-1

Tardies

0-19

0-8

0-11

0-20

Absences

0-22

0-5

0-8

0-11

Towntrips

0-3

0-12

0-8

0-11

Furloughs

0-2

0-2

0-1

0-3

Conrniitments
to Readj.

0-3

0-7

0-3

0-3

Length of
Readj.

0-55

0-72

0-27

0-54

•Count data

1293-5373

239-1095

Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

Examining the Hypotheses
The previously reported data will be analyzed
within each experiment, and by each hypothesis statement.
Following these analyses, an overview or summary state
ment of the data and their implications for implementing
new correctional program designs or modifying existing
correctional programs will be presented.

Experiment One.

The results of Experiment One

seem to have confirmed the first hypothesis, in all
sections, with only one exception—the failure of the
number of positive reports to reach the .05 level of
significance.

A possible explanation for the failure of

the number of positive reports written to reach signi
ficance for Group One may be partially answered by the
role and consequence expectations held by both the unit
staff and Center staff as a whole (Rosenthal and Jacobson,
1968).

Staff had come to expect no consistent conse

quences from writing behavioral reports, positive or
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negative, during the noncontingent program condition and
therefore had ceased to write them even when the program
structure (contingent) had been changed.

This appears

to be further substantiated by the failure of the number
of negative reports written to reach significance.
Behavior report writing for Group One had had a long
prior history of not paying off for this group of subjects
and was therefore not engaged in by staff.
The question of what influence staff behavior
had in confounding these particular variables during the
time Group One experienced the contingent program condi
tion can be answered only tentatively by proposing that
if staff expectations were that consequences would occur
for written reporting of subject behaviors during the
contingent program condition; i.e., now the subjects
will pay for their misbehaviors, one could have reason
ably expected the number of negative behavior reports to
have increased significantly.

The number of negative

reports written failed to reach the .05 level of signi
ficance during the contingent program condition; thus,
while staff expectations may have been changed enough to
write behavior reports, they were not seeking revenge and
were interested only in shaping appropriate behavior
repertoires in the subjects.
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The failure of the towntrips and furloughs to
decrease significantly—rather, they increased signifi
cantly—strengthens the conclusion that contingent environ
ments do reward as frequently as other "more humane"
environments and are not inherently less rewarding or more
punishment oriented.

This latter statement is further

validated by the failure of either the use of the read
justment unit or the length of stay in the readjustment
unit to reach a significantly higher difference.
Considering the significant increases in earnings,
towntrips, and furloughs granted, the significant
decreases in tardies and absences, the failure of sickcalls
to increase significantly, and the failure of the readjust
ment variables to increase significantly, the conclusion
that the contingently structured environment was signi
ficantly more effective in obtaining certain behaviors
seems warranted.

However, what of the subjects' percep

tions of their ecological environment (Barker, 1968)?
The results of the Wenk and Moos Correctional
Institutions Environment Scale Form C indicates the Group
One subjects did not perceive their ecological environment
as being significantly more regimented, or less supportive
of their needs and individual freedoms than did the Similar
Group, thereby validating the second hypothesis.
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If staff controls can be considered restricting
factors in limiting subjects' decision making and free
movement behaviors, then the significantly lower (lower
than the national norm) response of Group One on the
subscale Staff Control indicates no such restrictions
were perceived by subjects.

Additionally, if staff

imposed restrictions were operating adversely on subjects,
one could reasonably have expected vandalism to occur in
retaliation for these restrictions.
The only act of deliberate damage to facilities
which occurred during this study was performed by a Group
One subject and was a minor incident.

This incident and

the destruction of a notice posted on a bulletin board
incident occurred at the beginning of the contingent
program condition.

That such incidents did not reoccur

is assumed to be a significant indication that a set of
positive peer pressures was being applied among a group
of subjects whose previous behaviors were considered the
most destructive in the Center.

Experiment Two.

When considering the performance

rates of Groups Two and Three, the results of Experiment
Two indicate the validation of the initial hypothesis was
only partial due to the number of towntrips and furloughs
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granted failing to reach a significant difference at the
.05 level? however, sections 2 and 3 of the first hypothesis
were completely validated by the data.
Thus, when comparing the performance rates of two
different groups of subjects (Groups Two and Three), the
contingent program condition did not result in a signi
ficantly higher use of the readjustment unit, or result
in longer stays in the readjustment unit, or result in
significant increase in subjects' avoidance behaviors
(tardies, absences, and sickcalls), or increase the number
of negative behavior reports written, or dispense fewer
rewards—i.e., towntrips and furloughs—thereby validating
sections 2 and 3 of the initial hypothesis.
Therefore, it appears logical to conclude the
contingent program phase was more successful in obtaining
more academic behavior as reflected in significantly
higher earnings, more successful in obtaining class
attendance behavior as reflected in significantly lower
absences, and more successful in obtaining desired
behaviors as reflected in a significantly higher number
of positive behavior reports being written and fewer
incidents of vandalism when comparing different subjects.
However, what of the subjects' perceptions of their
ecological environments (Barker, 1968)?
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The results of the Wenk and Moos Correctional
Institutions Environmental Scale Form C failed to produce
any significant differences between the profile of Group
Two and any other group's profile available (Group One
and the Similar Group).

These findings validate the

second hypothesis and substantiates the conclusion that
contingent environments are not inherently restrictive
of individuals or perceived as aversive.
The data obtained by grouping all the subjects
by treatment partially validated the first hypothesis in
each of its sections.

Section 1 had only the earnings

variable reach a significantly higher level (.05).
Towntrips and furloughs granted failed to change signi
ficantly.

This failure can be partially explained by

recalling that during the noncontingent program phase
towntrips and furloughs were awarded with no consistency.
It could be said that the important finding is that the
levels of these variables did not decrease significantly.
The number of positive behavior reports written failed to
change significantly.
Section 2 of the initial hypothesis was validated
completely and section 3 of the initial hypothesis was
validated with respect to the variables, sickcalls and
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the number of behavior reports written.

Interestingly,

the variables tardies and absences showed a significant
decrease for the contingent group, thus the grouping did
not effect the level of significance.
The results of this grouping and analysis indicated
the contingent program condition did not use more aversive
techniques; i.e., more commitments to the readjustment
unit and longer stops after commitment.

The data did not

indicate this program condition increased the amounts of
avoidance behavior (sickcalls, tardies, and absences) in
which the subjects engaged.

It therefore appears logical

to conclude that criticisms concerning the restrictiveness
of structure and aversiveness of contingency management
are groundless.
Similarly, grouping the subjects' responses to
the Wenk and Moos Correctional Institutions Environment
Scale Form C into one profile did not produce any subscale
scores significantly below the national norm.
The reported significant differences indicate
verbal or written rules are not sufficient to control
behavior at acceptable levels nor act as discriminative
stimuli for eliciting behaviors in different situations
(Goldiamond, 1966 & 1967).

Skinner's (1966b) contention
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that consequences of behavior must be real (noninstitutional
world) if treatment is to be effective appears to be
partially validated by the higher performances rates across
many different behaviors.
Considering the higher absentee and tardy rates
during the noncontingent program condition for Group 1
and Group 3, the significantly lower earning levels for
Group 1 and Group 3 during the noncontingent program
condition, the lower number of towntrips and furloughs
granted Group 1 during the noncontingent program condition,
and the lower number of positive reports written during
the noncontingent program condition, the conclusion that
lack of programming and discipline techniques consistency
was a major dysfunctional factor for both subjects and
staff, causing erratic responses (Lachenmeyer, 1969),
appears to be logical.
The noncontingent program's assumption that relying
on counselling techniques which used interpersonal rela
tionships and acceptance of inappropriate behaviors
would eventually lead to subjects engaging in appropriate
behaviors was not confirmed.

This conclusion does not

substantiate Kanfer's (1959) belief that socially mediated
reinforcers, such as verbal praise, are generalized reinforcers sufficient to control behavior.
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Further, Buehler et. al.. (1966) produced evidence
that a program's effectiveness would be compromised by the
stronger negative influence of peers.

This appears to

have been confirmed by the significantly higher levels
of inappropriate behaviors reported and by the higher
number of deliberate acts of vandalism which required
plumbing repairs, frequent window replacements, doors
repaired and remounted, and electrical repair wojrk during
the noncontingent program condition.

Persistence of

these acts of vandalism could only have been reinforced
by peers agrees with the conclusion reached by Gelfand
et. al., (1967) that peers1 negative influences must be
blocked or stopped.

During the noncontingent program

condition, the unit bulletin board could not be used to
post memoranda or notices due to their disappearing or
in one instance the bulletin board was set on fire.
Apparently, during the noncontingent program negative
peer influences were more effective than staff influences
in shaping behaviors, thus confirming the Buehler et.al.,
(1966) conclusion concerning the need to control peer
group pressures (also see Hastorf, 1965).
During the contingent program condition only one
act of building vandalism occurred and memoranda or notices
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pertaining to the unit subjects were posted with only
one incident of vandalism.

Both of these incidents

occurred within three weeks of the contingent program's
start.

This lack of vandalism during the contingent

program condition coupled with the response profiles of
Groups 1 and 2 on the relationship dimensions (Wenk and
Moos, 1972a & b) indicates the creation of a positive
peer culture and peer reinforcement for appropriate
behaviors.
The second hypothesis—i.e., subjects would not
perceive a structured contingent environment more nega
tively or less supportive than subjects experiencing a
noncontingent unstructured environment—appears to have
been validated and agrees with the Wenk and Moos' (1972b)
conclusion that while a program's operations, philosophies,
and methods may change, if the program's emphasis was not
perceived as harmful, subjects would not see the insti
tution's environment as hostile, less supportive, or as
placing less emphasis on personal responsibility.
This conclusion appears to be further strengthened
by the lack of significant (.05 level) differences on any
subscale but Expressiveness during either experiment.

The

lower finding for the contingent only subjects (Group 2)
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on the subscale Expressiveness is not surprising since
the contingent program condition did not encourage
subjects' open expression of feelings.
Interestingly, though, there were no significant
differences in responses between Group 1 and Group 2.
The lack of significance for Group 1 subjects which had
experienced the noncontingent condition, then the contin
gent program conditions seems especially interesting.

It

would have been reasonable to have found the subjects
who had experienced a change from a noncontingent program,
with its emphasis on feelings, to a contingent program,
with its emphasis on structure, to answer significantly
lower on those subscales measuring feelings, empathy, and
self-understanding.
It is also interesting that the subjects exposed
to the contingent program conditions after the noncon
tingent program condition (Group 1) had standard scores
on the subscale Staff Control below the national norm.
Apparently, these subjects did not perceive an increase
of controls or rules as aversive.
Group 2 profile scores did not differ significantly
from the Similar Inmates response profile.

That a con

tingent program is not inherently aversive is further
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substantiated by the overall positive responses of Groups
1 and 2 to the system maintenance dimensions (Wenk and
Moos, 1972b) and contradicts Shoben's (1963) belief that
people will perceive structured environments as overcontrolled.
The significantly higher score on the subscale
Clarity was not unexpected since the contingent program
condition placed emphasis upon a clearly defined set of
rules and their consequences.

However, it is interesting

to note the Group 1 (both program conditions) score on
this subscale did not differ significantly from either the
Similar Inmate Group or Group 2 (contingent only) responses.
The survey data are also contrary to Rodgers'
(1966) conclusion that a highly structured environment
would be less supportive, allow less personal autonomy,
and few choices.

The subjects' scores for the subscales

Support and Autonomy certainly did not confirm this evalu
ation, but rather indicated the structured environment to
be positively perceived as an environment specifically
organized to be supportive of the individual.

This would

add support to the position that individualizing goals
and individualizing programs was a more effective method
of providing support, allowing expressiveness and more
individual autonomy.
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The failure of the variable sickcall to reach a
significant level during the contingent program condition
is especially interesting, if, as this study and the
Smyth and Ingram (1970) study assumed, sickcall is used
by inmates as a refuge from a hostile environment i.e.,
the unit—and further supports the conclusion that a
contingent, highly structured environment is not inherently
aversive.
The Smyth and Ingram (1970) study reported
subjects (these were subjects similar to the subjects
used in this study and were experiencing a noncontingent
program similar to the one used in the present study) as
not differing from the other units in overall number of
sickcalls and as having fewer emotional and malingering
type sickcalls.

The Effect of Uncontrolled Factors
Lazarus (1971) concluded that the effect of
uncontrolled factors was to bias both the experimental
processes and the results.

There were four major con

founding factors which occurred during this study's
contingent program condition.

Three occurred almost

simultaneously and therefore their combined effects and,
indeed, their separate effects on the results cannot be
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empirically determined nor can the fourth factor.

But

each of these factors—new counselors, moving to a new
unit, higher staff expectations due to structured conse
quences, and a rapid increase in living unit population—
can be reasonably expected to have had a depressing effect
on certain variables (towntrips and furloughs), contri
buted to higher behavioral rates for other variables
(tardies, absences, negative reports, sickcall and
commitment to readjustment), and generally had a
depressing effect on any differences which occurred
during the contingent program phase.
The move to a new unit, the new program require
ments, increased unit population, and the addition of
new counselors could have elicited adverse behavioral
reactions in the affected subjects, especially the
Group 1 subjects who had experienced all four factors.
Contrary to expectations. Group 1 had significantly
(.05 level) lower tardies and absences, no significant
increase in sickcalls or commitments to the readjustment
unit, and higher earning levels.

Whether other signifi

cant differences would have occurred had these uncontrolled
factors not occurred is open to conjecture.
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The higher expectations of staff factor could also
have been expected to adversely affect the previously
listed variables for Group 1 and in turn lowered the
number of towntrips and furloughs granted.

This conclusion

seems logical, since staff could have demanded such high
behavior rates that subjects would fail to meet them,
thereby not being eligible for towntrips or furloughs.
The significantly (.05 level) higher number of towntrips
and furloughs granted for Group 1 appears to negate staff
expectations as a negatively confounding factor, perhaps
as an influencing factor of any kind.

In any event,

without substantiating data the effect of staff expec
tations as a negative or depressing factor must be assvimed
to have had negligible consequences, which is contrary
to Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968) conclusions.
There is some reason to conclude that a sequencing
of program conditions, i.e., noncontingent/contingent,
would produce more significantly different performance
rates based on the results of Group 1; but this appears
untenable, because allowing subjects to perform inappro
priate behaviors teaches inappropriate behavior repertoires,
prolongs the subject's institutional stay, aids vandalism,
compromises program effectiveness, and may teach other
subjects inappropriate behaviors they had not previously
possessed.
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CONCLUSION

The results would seem to have partially validated
the basic assumptions; i.e., subjects experiencing the
contingent program condition with its emphasis on structure
would perform specific appropriate behaviors at signifi
cantly different rates than subjects experiencing a noncontingent program condition.

In addition, there would be

no significant increases in negative or adverse programming
techniques nor would fewer rewards be used.

The results

of this study appears to contradict the Berger and
McGaugh (1965) critique of learning theory that subjects
exposed to artificially structured environments concen
trating on limited behaviors would learn a strategy for
dealing with the environment across specific areas
appears plausible.
The subjects performed across many areas requiring
different behaviors in significantly different institu
tional and noninstitutional environments (towntrips and
furloughs) which were not structured.

The conclusion that

subjects did transfer appropriate behaviors to nonstructured environments seems warranted, when one remembers
the strong attractions of home, to stay away from the Center
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(sexual involvements, family, involvement with drugs and
alcohol) during towntrips and furloughs.

Yet, failures

to return from a furlough did not occur and failure to
return on time occurred only once during the contingent
program phase.

The same was true for towntrips.

Apparently,

subjects' learning occurred at a sophisticated enough
level to elicit the required return, even though no overt
reinforcement schedules were being enforced on the subjects
to elicit strategies for dealing with specific environ
ments.

Perhaps subjects were learning problem-solving

techniques.
The Baron et. al., (1970) study concluded that
concise instructions and response costs regarding expec
tations are more likely to increase the number of
differentiated appropriate responses.

The same study

attributed the increased appropriate responses found to
the subjects' perceiving the costs for responding inappro
priately as too costly and substantiates this study's
conclusion that a structured environment is more effective
in increasing certain behaviors or decreasing certain
behaviors (Ayllon and Azrin, 1964) by teaching subjects
to consider response consequences (costs).

Ill
The level of earnings performance rates for all
subjects experiencing the contingent program condition
were significantly higher than subjects' performance rates
during the noncontingent program condition.

Since subjects'

earning levels were regarded as an indication of their
academic, industrial arts courses, and chore outputs
(Winkler, 1972), it seems logical to conclude that the
subjects were producing at significantly higher rates and
confirms Winkler's (1972) conclusion that as performance
criterion are made more specific and higher, subjects'
behaviors will increase and eventually stabilize at signi
ficantly higher levels, and adds credence to the conclusion
that subjects were considering response costs.
These same conclusions seem further substantiated
when considering the number of absences and tardies from
school variable.

The number of tardies and absences was

significantly lower for all subjects experiencing the
contingent program condition than subjects' performance
rates during the noncontingent program condition.

While

the consequences for tardies and absences were different,
based on the subject involved and the assumption that
being absent was more serious than being tardy, it
appears logical to conclude subjects realized the costs of
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being tardy or absent and ceased to engage in these
behaviors.
Based on the reported significant differences in
performance rates and the subjects* response profiles on
the CIES Form C, it appears logical to conclude that the
structured contingent environment was partially effective
in obtaining significantly higher performances, did not
result in the use of punishment techniques at signifi
cantly higher rates or increase subjects' inappropriate
behaviors (avoidance, anxiety, or emotional behavior),
and did not create an environment that was perceived by
the subjects used as significantly different from a
noncontingent environment.
Hopefully, this study has provided data for a
technology of corrections; has provided some empirical
evidence to support the use of contingent programming as
an effective analytic method for shaping behaviors; and
has demonstrated a systematic conception of the program's
goals and objectives, and the methodology for obtaining
those goals and objectives (Baer et. al., 1968).
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EXHIBIT 1
Subscale Descriptions
Correctional Institutions Environment Scale Form C
INVOLVEMENT: measures how active and energetic residents
are in the day-to-day functioning of the
(INV)
program; i.e., interacting socially with
other residents, doing things on their own
initiative, and developing pride and group
spirit in the program.
SUPPORT:
(SUP)

measures the extent to which residents are
encouraged to be helpful and supportive
towards other residents, and how supportive
the staff is towards residents.

EXPRES
SIVENESS:
(EXP)

measures the extent to which residents are
encouraged to take initiative in planning
activities and take leadership in the unit.

AUTONOMY":
(AUT)

assesses the extent to which residents are
encouraged to take initiative in planning
activities and take leadership in the unit,

assesses the extent to which the resident's
PRACTICAL
ORIENTATION: environment orients him towards preparing
himself for release from the program. Such
(PO)
things as training for new kinds of jobs,
looking to the future, and setting and
working towards goals are considered.
PERSONAL
PROBLEM
ORIENTATION:
(PPO)

measures the extent to which residents are
encouraged to be concerned with their
personal problems and feelings and to seek
to understand them.

ORDER AND
measures how important order and organization
ORGANIZATION:are in the program, in terms of residents
(00)
(how they look), staff (what they do to
encourage order), and the facility itself
(how well it is kept).
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EXHIBIT 1 Concluded
8. CLARITY:
(CLA)

measures the extent to which the resident
knows what to expect in the day-to-day
routine of his program and how explicit
the program rules and procedures are.

9. STAFF
CONTROL:
(SC)

assesses the extent to which the staff uses
measures to keep residents under necessary
controls; i.e., in the formulation of rules,
the scheduling of activities, and the
relationships between residents and staff.
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EXHIBIT 2

Life Positions
Basic Life Position
Predicates

Possible Life Positions

A. I (we) am OK

A. I am OK, You are OK (best
position)

B. I (we) am not OK

B. I am not OK, you are OK

C. You (they) are OK

C. I-am OK, you are not OK

D. You (they) are not OK

D. I am not OK, You are not OK

Every game, script, listing
is a result of one of these
life positions.

' I'm OK
with me —
and
You're 0K4with me too

I'm OK
with me
and
—You're OK
with me too

Winner's Center Circle+
*Adapted from E. Berne, "Classification of positions,"
Transactional Analysis Bulletin (1962), pp. 1,23.

+Adapted from F. W. Ernst, "The OK Corral:

The Grid for Get-On-

On-With," Journal of Transactional Analysis (1971), 33-42.
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EXHIBIT 3
Contaminated Ego States*

Adult
Adult

Child

Parent Contaminated
Adult

Adult

Child
Child

Parent & Child
Contaminated
Adult

Child Contaminated
Adult

Parent]

Adult
Adult
Adult

Child
Child
Child
Parent contaminated
Adult with a blocked
out child (neurosis)

Child contaminated
adult with a blocked
out parent (neurosis)
Blocked out or
decompressed
adult (psychosis)

•Adapted from Thomas A. Harris, M.D., I'm OK—You're OK
A Practical Guide to Transactional Analysis, (New York:
Harper & Row, 1969).
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EXHIBIT 4
Possible Verbal Transactions*

Parent

Parent

Adult

Adult

Child

Child

Parent - Parent Transaction

Adult

Child

Adult

Child

Child - Child Transaction

Parent

Adult

Chil

Parent

Adult

Child

Adult - Adult Transaction

Adult

Child

Adult

Child

Parent - Child Transaction

•Adapted from Thomas A. Harris, M.D., I'm OK—You're OK
A Practical Guide to Transactional Analysis (New York:
Harper & Row, 1969).
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EXHIBIT 5
Contingent Program Condition Principles
1. Written behavioral descriptions of acceptable performance
criteria, rather than attempts to change intrapsychic
states or conditions.
2. Scheduled staff training to insure consistency of responses
to subject behaviors and application of consequences.
3. Immediacy of feedback coupled with appropriate consequating
to subjects concerning the appropriateness of their
behaviors.
4. Avoidance of punishment techniques and programmed reliance
upon not paying for inappropriate behaviors (negative
reinforcement).
5. Shaping of subjects' behaviors using the technique-:s
successive approximation after first establishing, through
structured observations and written evaluations, the
subjects' present level of behaviors.
6. Exclusive programming concern with subjects' overt
behavior repertoires.
7. The use of the three-level structured class level to
shape increased student decision-making behaviors in as
many areas as possible.
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EXHIBIT 5 Concluded

8. Written program plans for each subject which should
include:

short term; intermediate term and long term

goals covering the areas of social behaviors, academic
behaviors, vocational training behaviors, and chore
behaviors.
9. Counselling sessions (individual and small group 3-6
subjects) using structure, specific goals, and directives.
10. Programming techniques to insure inappropriate behaviors
are not reinforced by staff.
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EXHIBIT 5 Concluded

8. Written program plans for each subject which should
include:

short term; intermediate term and long term

goals covering the areas of social behaviors, academic
behaviors, vocational training behaviors, and chore

,

behaviors.
9. Counselling sessions (individual and small group 3-6
subjects) using structure, specific goals, and directives.
10. Programming techniques to insure inappropriate behaviors
are not reinforced by staff.

THE EFFECTS OF CONTINGENT—NONCONTINGENT STRUCTURED
ENVIRONMENTS ON SELECTED BEHAVIORS OF
FEDERAL YOUTH OFFENDERS
Paul R. Thomas
Robert F. Kennedy Federal Youth Center
Morgantown, West Virginia

Abstract
This study conducted two experiments which attempted
to compare the relative effects of two different treatment
programs on three groups of inmates committed to a Federal
youth institution in obtaining significant changes on ten behavior variables and attempted to measure changes in
inmates' perceptions of their environment caused by the two
treatment programs.

The behavior variables were:

(1) level

of earnings; (2) number of sickcalls; (3) number of negative
and (4) number of positive behavior reports written; (5)
number of times tardy and (6) absent from school; (7) number
of towntrips and (8) furloughs granted; (9) number of times
committed to the readjustment unit; and (10) length of stay
in the readjustment unit.
The results indicated that a structured contingent
environment is more effective in obtaining significant
changes in earnings, tardies, absences, towntrips and

furloughs.

The results also indicated that the contingency

managed program did not result in the inmates perceiving the
institutional environment as more hostile, less supportive,
or as allowing less personal autonomy.

The results also

indicated that there is not a significant increase in
aversive methods; i.e., use of the readjustment unit or
length of stay in the readjustment unit—or significant
increases in inmates avoidance behaviors; i.e., sickcall,
tardies, or absences.
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